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Abstract: This is a speculative study which explores the origins and meaning of solidarity as an ontological and ethical principle in human nature, from the perspective of the teaching of St. Thomas Aquinas.

The good which is proper to man is a perfection in act of the human form in each person, in conformity with the divine idea of that nature and the divine providence for his individual circumstances. As action follows being, a perfect human act is not only his own perfection as man, but a love of the good possessed by him for others who have a natural capacity to receive it. If man loves and pursues the perfection of his nature as a communicable good, he binds himself to that good as a principle of unity with his fellow men and thus participates in the communication of good by divine providence. In such communication, man acknowledges the vital distinction between person and good. His love of the common good induces that love also in others and gives rise to relationships of civic friendship. Human solidarity, in this analysis, concerns the possession and enjoyment of natural talents and material resources as goods which are intrinsically communicable and which perfect a person as imago Dei when he uses them prudently in the service of others.
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Resumen: Se trata de un estudio especulativo, que explora los orígenes y el significado de la solidaridad como un principio ético y ontológico de la naturaleza humana, desde la perspectiva de la enseñanza de Santo Tomás de Aquino.

El bien propio del hombre como tal es la perfección de la forma humana en cada persona, en conformidad con la idea divina de su naturaleza y con la providencia divina para sus circunstancias individuales. Como el actuar sigue al ser, un acto humano perfecto no es solamente su propia perfección como hombre, sino un amor del bien poseído por él para otros que tienen una capacidad natural para recibirlo. Si el hombre ama y busca la perfección de su naturaleza como un bien comunicable, él se compromete a este bien como un principio de unidad con sus semejantes y, por tanto, participa en la comunicación del bien por la providencia divina. En dicha comunicación, el hombre reconoce la distinción esencial entre la persona y el bien. Su amor por el bien común induce ese amor también en los demás y da lugar a relaciones de amistad cívica. La solidaridad humana, en este análisis, se refiere a la posesión y disfrute de los talentos naturales y de los recursos materiales como bienes que son intrínsecamente comunicables, que perfeccionan la persona como imago Dei cuando se usan con prudencia en el servicio de los demás.

Palabras clave: Solidaridad. Santo Tomás de Aquino. Naturaleza humana.
«No man is an island, entire of itself. Our lives are involved with one another, through innumerable interactions they are linked together. No one lives alone. No one sins alone. No one is saved alone. The lives of others continually spill over into mine: in what I think, say, do and achieve. And conversely, my life spills over into that of others: for better and for worse.»

The myriad ways in which we depend on one another give rise to questions concerning the nature of our responsibility for one another and its relationship with our personal good. Interdependence is often seen as a limitation—to be tolerated to the extent that it is inevitable, and perhaps for the advantages it can bring—but seldom as a dimension of the good of the human person. Does it imply a compromise between the good of the individual and that of the community? Is responsibility for others a burden which impedes us in the pursuit of our own good? Do progress and freedom lie in the direction of reducing this interdependence?

Implicit in such questions, perhaps, is the idea that the good of the person is a product of his freedom, that it may be determined by his freedom. Anything which might act as a restraint on that freedom is seen as a limitation of man’s personal good. In this perspective, our neighbour is an «other» to be tolerated or used according to rules of justice. Even human love itself, in this view, has an essentially self-centred objective. The «other» is valuable to me, because I «need» the fellowship, admiration and service of other people, because I «need» others in order to enjoy «my» good, because I cannot be happy alone. Love is seen as an exchange in which these needs are satisfied—it breaks down if one party to the «bargain» fails to meet the expectations of the other. The primary objective of political society is then a peaceful co-existence of essentially independent interests, which are nevertheless obliged by unavoidable circumstances to interact with one another. Such co-existence is indeed one of the core values of a modern liberal democracy.

Reflection on the implications of this interdependence has given rise to a Christian understanding of human solidarity, as an important characteristic of the theological anthropology on which the social doctrine of the Church is based. We read in the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church that «the new relationships of interdependence between individuals and peoples, which are de facto forms of solidarity, have to be transformed into relationships tending towards genuine ethical-social solidarity. This is a moral requirement inherent within all human relationships. Solidarity is
seen therefore under two complementary aspects: that of a social principle and that of a moral virtue.» (no. 193).

A study of the sources of human anthropology inevitably encounters evidence of man’s Trinitarian origin, for man is made in God’s image.³ This theological background allows us to understand the notion of a human person in terms of his ultimate dignity –his capacity for communion with the divine persons– and thereby to make sense of the ineradicable inclination which leads him to society and fellowship with his fellow man. «The common ancestry and natural unity of the human race are the basis for a unity in grace of redeemed human persons under the headship of the New Adam in the ecclesial communion of human persons united with one another and with the uncreated Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.»⁴

The purpose of the present study is to contribute to a better understanding of human solidarity –as an emerging principle in the social doctrine of the Church– by exploring its rational foundations from the perspective of the teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas. Although St. Thomas does not deal explicitly with the concept in its modern usage, the comprehensive range of his teaching provides us with all of the analytical tools necessary to explore the underlying issues – the ultimate meaning of the engagement of man with other men and with material creation.⁵

The subject matter involves a host of preliminary and collateral issues, which are addressed in this study only to the extent necessary to develop the central argument from the teaching of St. Thomas. The focus is on that which is distinctive in man among rational beings, as a key to interpret the particular mode of likeness of God to which he is called, and to discover the role of solidarity in this similitudo. Given the range and fundamental nature of the concepts involved, the procedure adopted is to outline –with the guidance of selected commentators– the teaching of St. Thomas on various issues (e.g. the distinction of essence and esse, the divine processions, the imago Dei in man, his participation in being) to the point necessary to reveal some conclusion which contributes to our understanding of solidarity. The integrated and interconnected nature of these topics (e.g. being and good) –and the impressive consistency of ideas in the corpus of St. Thomas– inevitably lead us to revisit some of these ideas from various perspectives in the course of the study, as similar conclusions emerge and converge towards a synthesis.

The study opens with a brief outline of the historical tensions between the notions of personal and social good, and the emergence of human work
and service of others as key ideas in the ratio of human society (I-1). The doctrinal basis for a developed understanding of solidarity is then illustrated from a selection of sources in the Magisterium (I-2). The history and evolution of the doctrine are already well documented in other studies and are not considered here in any detail. There is, however, a brief review in the Appendix of some current theological opinions on doctrinal issues which are relevant to this study.

If the underlying question in our understanding of solidarity concerns the nature of human good, the first area of study must be the origin and exemplar of that good in God. In Chapter II, therefore, we consider the distinction between the being of God and that of creatures (II-1), the notion of created subjects of being (II-2), the divine communication of good and the divine ideas (II-3), the processions of divine persons in the modes of nature, intellect and will, as the origin of the distinction of creation from God (II-4), and finally, the important distinction between person and communicable good (II-5).

From a consideration of the origin and communication of good in the divine Trinity, we then turn in Chapter III to the communication of that good in creation. Applying the notions we have considered earlier, we consider created good as a participation in the divine good (III-1) and as intrinsically communicable (III-2) and distinguish the good of creation itself—the exitus from God—from the good of its return to enjoy the fruits of communion with God (III-3).

The participation of man in the good, in the exitus of creation, is as an image of God which is destined to become a likeness, in his redivitum to God as his final end. We therefore consider in Chapter IV, the development by St. Thomas of the revealed doctrine of the imago Dei (IV-1), the perfection of the similitudo of that image in each person and in the collegium of human persons in the final judgement (IV-2).

Drawing together these elements of the analysis in Chapter V (included in the present excerpt), we consider in more detail the social dimensions of human good. We look at the common good, based on a natural inclination to a communication of good in an ordered communion of men (V-1), the relation between the good of the individual and the natural good of the species in others (V-2), the characteristics of a communicable good, as measure, species and order (V-3), and finally, the virtue of solidarity itself, based on man’s responsibility—as a principle of other men—to communicate the good (V-4).
A SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION

The history of man's creation, fall and redemption makes it evident that God's providence for mankind has both a personal and a collective dimension – God cares for each man as participating in a «whole» which in turn is part of the final end of each one. Human dignity suggests a unique value in each individual and yet it points towards a realisation of that value in friendship with others in an ordered social life. Central to this question, then, is the meaning of the individual life of a human person. It involves values which ultimately remit to the question of the personal nature of God, from whom is all personhood and love and to whom all men relate as their origin and final end.

Solidarity cannot be a fellowship in material goods alone, since of themselves such goods are diminished the more they are shared; they cannot fulfil the role of common goods, much less are they an adequate personal end for man. The teaching of the Magisterium on solidarity challenges the individualism of our age and implies a particular vision of human and supernatural good. It is important, therefore, that it be well understood. How are we to account for the proposition that the good of the person can only be realised in a «gift of self», without falling into a discredited collectivism or a naïve socialism? Why or to what extent –even in the state of original justice– should a person prefer his participation in the communicable good of a social group to his enjoyment of a «competing» private or incommunicable good, or prefer the good of one social group to that of another (e.g. of a more immediate group of which he forms part)? In what sense does the natural endowment of a person with a superior talent or gift invoke the moral responsibility of that person to use that gift in the service of others? The tension between personal and social good has been amply debated in the past, but the development of the concept of solidarity in recent decades should allow us to formulate a more satisfactory solution than the affirmation of one alternative at the expense of the other.

Human solidarity rejects the notion that the «good» is an essentially individual objective or that love of the good for others involves the limitation of personal good. If this assumption were correct –as a premise of human nature– the love of neighbour and the virtue of charity would imply a violence to that nature and even a rejection of the material world as an obstacle to the love of God. If parents and children each have an equal dignity as human persons, and yet children evidently require the personal commitment and service of their parents to achieve their good, it seems to follow that the good of the
parents—as human persons—somehow includes their commitment to care for the needs of other persons (of their own children and, by extension, of other dependents). This implies that the personal good of parents and of children alike includes the good they have in common as a family.

If we were to love such a good (e.g. membership of a family) for ourselves alone, we would be attempting to define the good in terms of our possession of it. That would be to love self as the absolute good and to seek relative goods as a means to the fulfilment of self. The self would thus be an incommunicable good, in competition—for its fulfilment—with the needs of others. When we understand, however, that the good we ultimately seek is not a finite reality but a good without limit—an eternal moment of joy which vastly exceeds our capacity to comprehend it—we can begin to understand and possess that good as a good also for others. We can distinguish, in other words, between the person that we love and the good that we love for him. We can then love the good per se and our participation in that good as an instance or realisation of the good.

The absence of limitation in the divine nature—ipsum esse—helps us to understand something of the essence of Good as diffusive. St Thomas explains that «the very nature of God is goodness, as is clear from Dionysius (Div. Nom. i). Hence, what belongs to the essence of goodness befits God. But it belongs to the essence of goodness to communicate itself to others, as is plain from Dionysius (Div. Nom. iv).» A person, strictly as such, is habens esse not ipsum esse. The divine Persons love, in and for one another, the perfect possession and communication of the divine nature. It is proper to the notion of a «person» to have and to enjoy (i.e. to communicate) the good and, in that sense, to be good, but not as the final end of the will. However, the good per se, as object of the will, is not loved in the abstract but always as good for a person, and it is properly loved for every person (within the apprehension of the rational will and according to a natural order of proximity) for whom it is a natural good, and not exclusively in the agent. This is true in an absolute and inimitable sense within the Blessed Trinity, but it is also true of the likeness of the divine life which the divine persons freely communicate to rational creatures.

Creation is born of the infinite knowledge (scientia) in God, which comprehends not only the divine essence in itself, but all of the possible modes of being in which the unlimited good of God can be participated by creatures, as an image participates in its exemplar. Nothing can come to be other than what is known by God—in his scientia approbationis—as a likeness of his own essence.
Every such likeness willed by God has its own perfection according to a form in which the divine essence is imitated. Whatever has being –from that very fact– has some analogous participation in the goodness of God. The highest participation of a rational creature in the goodness of God lies in an operation in accordance with his specific form.

A created person, then, is a potency to receive and enjoy (use, communicate) a participation in being according to a form or nature. The natural good proper to a human person is the perfection of his specific nature –in his operations, according to his individual circumstances– in conformity with the divine idea of that nature and the divine providence for those circumstances. His natural good is neither the divine essence itself, nor even a divine idea, but a likeness of a divine idea communicated by God to man. Although it has characteristics which are particular to each person, his natural good is a perfection of the human form which –as imago Dei– he has in common with all men.

Man’s happiness involves his capacity to know and to will, which can only be fulfilled in knowing a good which he does not define –but which defines him– and in willing that good for himself and for others of his own nature in his operation. «Practical knowledge is, first of all, the lived moral knowledge of the rationally acting agent; and only remotely it is knowledge –either reflexive or not– of first values or practical principles (major-premise level) and knowledge of suitable means (minor-premise level). Practical knowledge, properly speaking, cannot be separated from the (particular and concrete) action. A universal knowledge of the good is practical only secundum quid, as far as it is directed to the action. Otherwise it would be theoretical knowledge, no longer searching, but contemplating the good. This is a very important point: for Aquinas the intellectual (nous) knowledge of the good is not practical knowledge, because «practical» is only what relates to the action – and action relates to the means. If you are already enjoying the end, or the good, your intellectual knowledge of it is theoretical.»

The theological notion of human solidarity is grounded ultimately in the unity of God and in a corollary of that unity – that every intermediate or ‘practical’ good which moves the operation of a rational creature has its origin and end in a single unlimited and diffusive ‘theoretical’ Good. The love of neighbour to which we are inclined is not a «love» in precisely the same sense as our love of God. We love the divine essence –in each of the divine persons– as our end, our life, the origin and goal of our being. We do not love our neighbour –and we ought not to love ourselves– in any of those ways. St.
Thomas explains that we ought to love our neighbour as we love ourselves, inasmuch as we should will for him the same good that we will for ourselves. The same communicable natural good defines the true self—the perfect natural fulfilment—of every human person.

Man has a specific likeness to God in his capacity to participate in the communication of the good of his nature to others; he receives and possesses that good—in particular perfections—as a good which is intrinsically communicable, insofar as the ‘practical’ good of his operation is properly ordered to his ‘theoretical’ good. The human good is communicable because it transcends the limitations implied in the numerical individuation of human persons, to allow each one to participate in a good of the species which is common to all. It may be mediated through matter—the corporeal dimension of man—but the good itself is achieved in the unity of persons as a single principle of operation in respect of the final end of man. Loving the good for others is thus the substance of man’s operation, the perfection of his knowing and willing. This natural perfection, when elevated by grace, becomes the participation of an adopted son of God in the good of the divine nature itself.

Human solidarity concerns the role of man in the communication to others of the likeness of God proper to his nature. It is precisely in communicating this good—an operation in accordance with his human nature—that man comes to possesses the good himself. He defines his moral self and his relations with others in terms of the good, and not vice versa. It is essential to the notion of a communicable good that it retains its form—its orientation to man’s end—when it is communicated. It is for each recipient of the communication, however, to make that good his own—as a personal good—by responding to the communication and directing his own operations to that end.

Man’s stewardship of material creation, extended over time and space, is a gift and a vocation, proper to the human race as such, which engages the responsibility of individuals in every generation. It is the natural medium for the communication of the good which is proportionate to human nature—as a participation in divine providence—and is thus the occasion for man as imago Dei to acquire and exercise a greater similitudo to God in his operation. From the very fact of his composition in matter and spirit—in the providence of God—each human person is endowed with or acquires gifts, talents and resources which distinguish him from his fellow men. Natural inequalities in these aspects—and the interdependence which follows as a consequence—, far from being an obstacle to human solidarity, are the very opportunity and condition for its efficacy.
The essential bond of solidarity is the practical commitment of the agent to the common good, in his prudential choice and use of intermediate goods. An operative love of the good of human nature is the only basis for true justice, enduring concord and civic friendship in society. If, in his operations, man loves and pursues the perfection of his nature as a communicable good, he binds himself to the principle of unity and thus contributes to the solidarity of the species. His love of the common good induces that love also in others and gives rise to relationships of civic friendship, an organic order ad invicem in human society. Men are thus united in their love and commitment to a communicable good, which is at once the perfection of each one and of their life in society.

Man does not act alone in the communication of good, but is always a principle from a principle: he communicates the good to others in fidelity to, and in union with, the original and final principle of his species. He is not acting as the origin or arbiter of the good but as one who has received it and willingly transmits it to others. The exemplar of such communication can be found in the generation of the Son from the Father—a principle from a principle—and its motive force in the Love proceeding from both. As the three divine Persons act as one principle in the exitus of creation and in their providence for its perfection, the plurality of human persons—as images of God—depend upon and assist one another in their reditus to God, in their prudent use of the means to perfect their personal likeness to God. The perfection of solidarity in society is that the plurality of men—individuated numerically, but one in their origin, their natural intellectual principles and their end—act as one body or collegium in respect of the use of the perfections, temporal goods and resources given to mankind as a means to attain their common end.

Whereas the natural equality of human persons—in respect of their access to the means to the end—is safeguarded by justice, the very ratio of that equality is fulfilled in solidarity, which moves man to use those means, with diligence and prudence, for the common good. In this way, solidarity exceeds and perfects the object of justice—giving effect to the equality which it attains—and commits men to an active service of the natural common good on which a true civic friendship is based. Solidarity is thus a natural foundation in man for the grace of charity, in which the supernatural friendship of men with God is ultimately perfected.

The central thesis may be illustrated briefly in the following example. In circumstances of great need, food is to be distributed. The food itself is a
material good which is not communicable – two persons cannot eat the same piece of bread. The communicable good involved is that ‘available material resources, in circumstances of human need, be ordered to the relief of distress’. This human good is possessed or enjoyed by those who, insofar as they have available resources, act prudently to put them at the service of those in need. It is communicated and accepted as a solidary good when those who receive the material resources co-operate in their distribution and use, attending not only to their own needs but also to the needs of others for whom they are intended. This communication of the good is inspired by the virtue of solidarity – which perfects the natural inclination, as a stable commitment –, whereas the virtue of justice ensures the integrity of the communication.

The object of the virtue of solidarity, therefore, concerns the prudent use of temporal goods and human perfections in which the good of the human species is communicated. It perfects man in his love of and use of the intermediate goods of his nature by directing them also to the good of that same nature in others. It is expressed in the practical criterion that we should truly want for others the goods we want for ourselves.

We can describe the virtue of solidarity as social prudence, a perfection of the cardinal virtue of prudence which encompasses in its object the good of everyone for whom the agent (whether an individual or a multitude) is a potential principle, on the basis of a natural proximity, authority or interdependence in society. It extends also to the reciprocal virtue in those who are the beneficiaries of a communication of good, because the virtue reaches its fruition in the bonds of friendship it establishes among the members of society.

From the nature he has in common with others, man has an inclination to the truth about himself and to his good – as something received – and thus to the virtue of justice. From his individual personality he has a principle of initiative and love, by which he prudently commits his personal talents to the service of others – the virtue of solidarity. In this way, he perfects his capacity as imago Dei to know and love God and disposes himself and others to receive a participation in the divine communion as members of the human collegium, in which each person loves the others as himself and rejoices in their good as in his own. The perfection of joy in a solidary communion is that each person wills that the object of his love be loved equally by others, such that they participate together in a consortium amoris.
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Human solidarity

COMMUNITY
ORIGIN & END

Crescite et multiplicamini et replete terram et subicite eam (Gen. 1:28)

1. The Common Good

The common good is an important and complex topic in its own right and one that exceeds the scope of the present study. We have seen that the creation of man is for the sake of an operation–by which he can merit beatitude–and that his operation is the communication of good, as a secondary cause in the providence of God for men. Our interest in this chapter therefore is to understand human perfections, talents and resources as communicable goods, such that in the use of perfections which are his own good, man serves the same good in others. We consider the good from the point of view of the prudent solicitude of the solidary person, who wills that his own good be loved equally by others as a truly common good.

Good is the only object of love—it is related to love either as the cause of love or as caused by it. In creatures, love is caused by good, but God’s love is the cause of a likeness of good in creatures. The love of God for the divine good itself—the subsistence of persons in the divine essence—is the only divine ‘motive’ for the communication of a likeness of that good to creatures. «The last end is not the communication of goodness, but the divine goodness itself, for love of which God wills to communicate it.» God does not act in creation to attain the good—as though moved by an appetite to possess something he lacked–but in order to freely communicate to creatures a participation in the
good which he already possesses as his perfection, and which is already perfectly communicated in the divine essence. He acts, not from an appetite for an end desired, but for love of the end possessed. This communication of a good possessed follows from the perfection of love of the good—it is its operation, fruition or «use»—just as the action itself of a perfect agent follows from the perfection of its being.

The notion of the communication of good by God, however, is not that of a simple emanation from a source, like rays of light from a sun, but of a circular motion—an exitus which is for the sake of a reditus. The source of good is both the origin and end of all being. Whatever «emanates» from that source in creation is not «cast out», as it were, from the source, but is created ad extra in order that it may return, moved by its own intellect and will, to enjoy the fullness of good in God. The exitus is a created participation in being, whereas the reditus is the perfection or use of that participation. The «good» communicated in the exitus is the primary good of participation in being in accordance with a species, whereas, in the reditus, it refers to the secondary perfection of that participation, as the final end of the creature. That secondary perfection is achieved in its operation—in accordance with its nature—and in its participation in the communication of good to others. «It is a greater perfection for a thing to be good in itself and also the cause of goodness in others, than only to be good in itself.» Thus, every creature has a natural inclination to the good—to the perfection of its own nature and of that nature in others—as the basis for its participation in the order of creatures ad invicem and ultimately in the universal order in creation to God.

A good is common to several persons insofar the same good can, at least potentially, be the object of the will of each member of the group—it must come within the compass of his personal good in some form. A personal good may be considered absolutely (i.e. union with God, as man’s final end) or relatively (the intermediate goods which lead to the attainment of the final end). Man’s ultimate goal does not comprise the exclusive possession of some private property, but the creaturely perfection of a personal communion with the divine persons and with every other person who attains the same end. At the level of the absolute good, at least, we can envisage an ultimate point of convergence of the Good, in which it literally makes no sense to distinguish personal and common good. The personal good of each one will comprise his participation in the communion of the blessed with the divine persons.
God perfects created persons by giving them an active share—each in accordance with his mode of being—in his providence for creation. A created person is *good*, therefore, insofar as he *has* being in accordance with a form—his primary perfection—and *communicates* with other persons, divine and human, in that form by means of his operation—his secondary perfection.¹⁴

This interpersonal communication takes place on three levels. The highest level—the final good and the perfection of participation—is the contemplation of the divine Persons, a participation in the divine communion itself by means of a grace added to the created nature. Every created person, thus elevated by grace, is a potential or actual communicant in this ultimate good, unless he has wilfully excluded himself from communion.

Given that ultimate point of convergence of good in the Trinity (which is the object of charity), the question then arises whether, in relation to the relative goods which are intermediate goals of man’s action, there is some earlier point of convergence, such that we can speak of a true *common* good of human nature as such. The ultimate Good is common in a sense to the whole of creation, and in particular to angels and men, as free agents endowed with intelligence and will. This common good does not suffice, however, to distinguish human solidarity from supernatural charity. A commitment to this latter common good unites all of God’s personal creatures—by supernatural grace—but does not of itself entail a particular natural relationship among a subset of those creatures. The «common good» which is the object of the commitment of solidarity is a universal natural good—a mode of likeness to the divine essence—which is specific to human persons as such. This common good is not merely an intermediate good—a vehicle, as it were, which carries its passengers to their destination but which no longer serves a function at the end of the journey—but an intrinsic part of the mode of participation of human persons *as such* in the ultimate Good.

The second level, therefore, is a communication in the good of the nature or species of the person. Angels communicate in their intellectual nature with each other and with men at this level. Human persons have, in addition, a communication in a *common* species with a single material origin. Men communicate with each other in the human form—as their principle of operation—and in the temporal goods which serve the good of their nature. The good which is proportionate to the human species is not restricted to the individual good—man’s social nature comprehends the notion of a *common* good of the community of men. «Now the common good is always more lovable to the
individual than his private good, even as the good of the whole is more lovable to the part, than the latter’s own partial good.”

Operations of knowing and loving, which have God as their ultimate object, are not sufficient of themselves to account for inter-personal solidarity –if it were otherwise, we should have to explain the absence of an equivalent natural solidarity among the angels, or of angels with men. The angelic ministrations of knowledge and love in respect of other creatures are a fruition and enjoyment of their beatitude. The operations of man in statu viae, however, are part of the very process by which he achieves that beatitude. In each case, the created person is participating in the providence of God for others –as an image of God– but that providence is directed to angels as the fruition of perfection in their natures, whereas it is directed to man (and, in him, to material creation) to accomplish the perfection of his nature.

The root of the distinction lies in the composition in man of body and soul. Men already communicate in a specific common good, while yet in statu viae, because the individuation of human persons is not by a distinction of nature –as is the case with angels– but by the disposition of a common nature (a single mode of participation in being) to inform signate matter, which derives from Adam as head and primogenitor of the human race.

To have a good in common can properly be said of a community or «college» of persons, each of whom is capable of deliberative action in pursuit of a goal or end which transcends the immediate and the particular. A common good is properly an indivisible and communicable good, not merely an aggregate of private or material goods which are necessarily diminished the more they are shared. If material goods constituted the substance or goal of the common good, the concept would imply a compromise or negation of the individual good and thus a real conflict of interest.

We should also discount the idea that a common good could properly be the good of an impersonal entity, such as a collectivity or subsisting «whole.» If such were the case, it would not in fact be truly a common good, communicable to the members of the community (nor would it be a good at all, in the sense of an object of a personal will). The idea that a good or value is communicable to many persons also implies that the more widely it is diffused, the more it perfects each one who participates in it. A common good is therefore the good of each one of the members of a community –not just of a majority– considered in their relationship with each other.
The potential perfection of the human species far exceeds the capacity of any individual. It is achieved gradually and in a limited measure in each individual, and ultimately and perfectly in the *collegium* of the human race at the end of time. Nevertheless, that perfection is the natural good of every man—the good to which he has a natural inclination and towards which he progresses in communion with others.

The human species is a mode of being in which the divine essence is imitated by created persons; the more perfectly *human* a person is, the more like to God. The person attains a measure of human perfection insofar as he knows and wills the good of the human species, for himself and for others, and dedicates his actions to that end. Communication is fundamental to this perfection, because it is through knowledge and love that man knows himself and in some way makes his own the form of other men—and thus extends the perfection of his own participation in the common nature—while at the same time being a cause of good in others and fostering unity among those with whom he is in communion. This unique intra-species communication of good—the unity of the *collegium* of all men, which reaches its *apoteosis* in the final judgement—is the subject matter of human solidarity. It serves as a school of love—which prepares men to participate in the divine communion—but it also forms a central part of the ordered unity of the created universe, in which the relationship of the human species to the material world, on the one hand, and to the myriad species of angels on the other, will manifest the absolute goodness and glory of God.¹⁷

The third level of communication follows from the second. It comprises the communication of good between human persons in contingent human communities, in which the *form* and the good of the group are integrated with the good of the person. A community or *economy* of persons is defined by the good which persons have in common, in which they *communicate*. There is a hierarchy of good—and thus of communities—reaching from the limited good of the corporeal appetites of a single individual to the ultimate perfection of all men in beatitude—and, within those communities, an order of proximity, insofar as one person is in some way a cause of the good of another. This third level can be sub-divided into communities which are natural to the human species as to their kind—but subject to choice as to their realisation in the individual—and those which are simply discretionary. The former—the family, the political community—involve a communication in goods which are *necessary* to man, whereas the latter—a business enterprise, an international organisa-
tion—involve a communication in goods which are *useful* or *fitting* to man as a means to his perfection.

That which naturally presents itself to the will as good depends on the extent to which the individual intellect comprehends the good of others. Thus there is a certain friendship among those related by consanguinity, those with a common interest or enterprise, those forming a political community and an unqualified love among those who love God as their final end. \(^{18}\) «Now since the will follows the apprehension of the reason or intellect; the more universal the aspect of the apprehended good, the more universal the good to which the will tends... Now the good of the whole universe is that which is apprehended by God, Who is the Maker and Governor of all things: hence whatever He wills, He wills it under the aspect of the common good; this is His own Goodness, which is the good of the whole universe. On the other hand, the apprehension of a creature, according to its nature, is of some particular good, proportionate to that nature.» \(^{21}\)

In any intermediate community of persons, the good in which they communicate—their «common good»—is a more perfect goal of personal action than the participation of an individual in the same good, or in the good of a lower community, *provided* the common good itself is well ordered to the final end of man. For the purposes of that common good, each individual is related to the community as a part to a whole, and to other individuals as part to part.

The *likeness* of the human person to the divine essence is found in his relationship to the good of the communities in which he participates, again *provided* that good is ordered to the final end of man. The more complete his communication of the good he possesses, the more perfectly he imitates God, and is thus assimilated to the divine essence. In the divine exemplar, the three persons communicate perfectly in the absolute good—they know and will that good for each other and for themselves in a single act. A human person who communicates in the good of his family, loves that good for himself and for each member of that family. Likewise, a virtuous citizen communicates with others in the good of his country and wants that good for each of his fellow citizens as he wants it for himself.

Members of a partial community—which is well ordered in respect of the perfect community—should love preferentially those with whom they communicate, in respect of those matters which they have in common, \(^ {22}\) but not otherwise. \(^ {23}\) The distinction can be seen in an example used by St. Thomas concerning the actions of soldiers in a battle. The help given by one soldier to
a colleague should be given to him not «*tanquam privatae personae*» but for the sake of the common good —«*sicut totam rempublicam iuvans.*»\(^{24}\) If the soldier in question had to choose between helping one —in which the common good would be better served— and another, with whom he has a proximity of origin or consanguinity, he should choose the former because of the existential priority of the *relevant* common good.

These tertiary communities are ordered among themselves to the good of man in accordance with reason, known to man through the natural law. The generic good of each community is some aspect of the virtuous life of its members. Participation in such communities is therefore a part of the perfection of man. He is *more perfectly* a human person when he integrates the good of an intermediate community —family, Church— with his own good and dedicates his talents and goods to that end, than when he seeks his individual good alone. The integration of a common good with the personal good implies that —in matters within the ambit of the group— the good of the group is willed by the agent for every member of the group, including self. In consequence, a personal action in favour of the common good contemplates the benefit of all, in accordance with a rational order of proximity to the agent. Likewise, the benefits received by the agent from participation in the group are reciprocated by a willing co-operation in the common good —otherwise, his participation degenerates into a seeking of the good of the group for himself alone.

At each end of this spectrum of communication, therefore, we find an alternative paradigm of personal good. That good may either be sought (a) as something fitting (*conveniens*) to the nature of the person —whether in general or as a member of a particular group— and therefore as something communicable to all who share that nature or participate in that group, or (b) as something favouring his individuality, and therefore as something essentially *incommunicable*. The first approach is directed towards the *consonantia* of persons in the divine essence, a unity of distinct persons in an ordered love. It is characterised by an absence of limitation and is thus assimilated to the *esse* of God. The alternative paradigm tends towards the individual —one of a vast multitude of mutually indifferent or hostile persons— closed in on self and inclined to others only insofar as they are a means to that individual good. This latter tendency is rooted in matter as the principle of individuation and the mode of being which is most remote from the divine essence.
1.1. The natural inclination to good

Human dignity—and thus moral value—are impressed on the human person—like a coin which bears the seal of the King—with an impression that is not erased by sin. That impression is a certain vocational instinct—an impulse of love—that moves man freely to his end, in accordance with the nature he has received. This natural love is also part of the ratio of the unity of created persons, in that all are called from one origin, by means of a received impression, to the same end. The necessity of the moral value of the person per se flows from his being created in the image and to the likeness of God, who alone is absolutely necessary. Its imperative force comes from the will of God, who directly creates each human person for that end and redeems man in a gift of grace.

Moral behaviour is a free response to the love of God, a reception of the gift of God whereby he creates us. The norm of love (cfr. Mk 12:29-31) reflects the dual order proper to man’s condition as a created person, having a nature in common with others—love of God as the origin and end of one’s nature and love of others as equal in that origin and end. The love of one divine person for another is the same love with which he loves himself and us. The analogous love for one another in human persons is to love the good that one has received, as a good which can also be communicated in some measure to others. The realisation of that common good in each person is the end to which Christ, as man, dedicated himself on earth—«This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you.» (Jn 15:12).

The apprehension of the created likeness of God inspires a natural love of the good—as the perfection of nature—leading to God as the final end of man. «There is in man an inclination to good, according to the nature of his reason, which nature is proper to him: thus man has a natural inclination to know the truth about God, and to live in society: and in this respect, whatever pertains to this inclination belongs to the natural law; for instance, to shun ignorance, to avoid offending those among whom one has to live, and other such things regarding the above inclination.» The inclination to know the truth about God is proper to man as imago Dei, as are the inclinations to live in society, to communicate good to dependents and to love those on whom one depends. Those inclinations come from the habit of synderesis—a natural knowledge and love of self in one’s origin and end, the apprehension of one’s nature—but synderesis does not perfect the likeness of God in man until it is...
expressed in the virtuous use of that nature in accordance with those inclinations.\(^{38}\)

The basic dynamism and potential of human solidarity can be found, therefore, in the natural love of every human being for others of his own species\(^{39}\) –its realisation, however, requires personal virtue. The natural disposition is based on the fellowship of men in the ontological good received from God –it is a natural inclination to the good of human nature in oneself and in others, prior to reflection or choice. «As natural knowledge is always true, so is natural love well regulated; because natural love is nothing else than the inclination implanted in nature by its Author.»\(^{40}\) This natural intellectual love –found both in men and in angels– is an ontological «instinct» by which created persons are turned towards God as their final end, by means of intelligible good.

In man, however, natural love is not merely generic –as between angels who are each unique in species– but has a further dimension, that of a specific likeness. One man naturally loves another because they ‘communicate’, each finds in the other a likeness to his own good.\(^{41}\) «Now, it is natural to all men to love each other. The mark of this is the fact that a man, by some natural prompting, comes to the aid of any man in need, even if he does not know him. For instance, he may call him back from the wrong road, help him up from a fall, and other actions like that: ‘as if every man were naturally the familiar and friend of every man’.\(^{42}\)

The human good itself is the natural object of the will, not per se the fact that the good is possessed by one or another.\(^{43}\) The human will is a faculty proper, not to the individual principle, but to the nature which is common in man. The will naturally desires that good in self, as its own perfection, and –insofar as it possesses the good– desires to communicate it to others.\(^{44}\) Natural love of others derives from love of one’s own species as the cause of one’s being, which in turn derives from love of God as the First Cause.\(^{45}\) «For this reason [a creature] tends to its own good, because it tends to the divine likeness and not conversely. Hence it is clear that all things desire the divine likeness as an ultimate end.»\(^{46}\)

St. Thomas points to communication in natural goods as the starting point of all social intercourse –the koinònia, the common possession or community, posited by Aristotle\(^{47}\)– and of man’s communion with God, in knowledge and love.\(^{48}\) Natural love is the seed of a communion among men, such that man –in the expression preferred by St. Thomas– is an animal sociale.\(^{49}\)
That economy, in turn, is a medium or environment in which the rational nature of man is perfected by a growth in virtue. «To say that man is a political animal, or even better a social animal, is not to designate in him the simple animal tendency toward a more or less gregarious instinct, but rather the capacity for virtuous development necessary for life in society.» Although life in common with others is of the greatest utility to man, man would naturally live in society even if he had no need of the practical benefits that attach to social life.

Living together in a virtuous society is not the end of man, but is for the sake of that end. The ultimate common good of human nature is to contemplate God. That contemplation is not simply an abstract ontological concept—it implies a real communication, a mutual indwelling, of divine and created persons in knowledge and love. The final beatitude of man is a communion with the divine persons, with angels and men in «the ordered society of those who enjoy the vision of God.» But even in this life, the highest human operation—the fruition, or putting into act, of a perfected mode of being—requires the society of others.

Man is in the image of God precisely in that in which he has most in common with his neighbour—there is a greater community of good between man and his neighbour than between man’s soul and his own body. Nevertheless, man is also in God’s image in respect of his corporeal nature—even more akin to the image of God than an angel—sofar as man proceeds from man, as God from God, and the soul of man informs a material body, as God sustains the whole of creation. Human generation establishes relations between human persons—whereby the parents are co-principles of their children—in which man is especially likened to God, «sic magis convenit cum homine.»

Man’s relationship with material creation is as though a representation in microcosm of the creative power of God. The material dimensions of this human good are expressed in Genesis, in the divine mandate to increase and multiply—«crescite et multiplicamini et replete terram»—and in man’s role of stewardship in material creation—«subicite eam et dominamini piscibus maris et volatilibus caeli et universis animantibus, quae moventur super terram» (Gen. 1:28). The good to which man is thus directed is a good of his species, not something determined by what might suit the particular interests of the individual as such.

Man is led to a love of others of his species by a natural love, because the ultimate good of the human species is an indivisible good in which he partici-
pates in common with others, insofar as he perfects himself in his relations with them.61 Love of others draws man out of himself to be one with them and to seek their good as he seeks his own.62 «A lover is placed outside himself, and made to pass into the object of his love, inasmuch as he wills good to the beloved; and works for that good by his providence even as he works for his own. Hence Dionysius says (Div. Nom. iv, 1): ‘On behalf of the truth we must make bold to say even this, that He Himself, the cause of all things, by His abounding love and goodness, is placed outside Himself by His providence for all existing things’.»63 When he has a good –a gift, talent, perfection or power– he wills that others would also participate in that good, that it would serve their final end as it serves his.64 This natural capacity in man for mutual help is a participation in the providence of God for the perfection of man –a specifically human mode of imitation of the divine essence, by which man grows in the likeness of God.65

The good on account of which man loves his neighbour with a natural love is the good of his being simpliciter –his nature and dignity as imago Dei which he shares with the neighbour and all men– whereas the good which the lover wills for the beloved is that he may grow in likeness to God through an increase in virtue. Whereas a virtuous man is accidentally more loveable –as having a greater likeness to God– the primary reason on account of which one man should love and respect the fundamental dignity of others is not dependent on the personal virtues –real or apparent– of the others. Intrinsic human dignity is the basis for the social intercourse on which human solidarity is based.

1.2. Ordered communion

The divine Trinity is not a communion of distinct natures, but an ordered communion of distinct persons in one nature. An order of nature in the Trinity, as we have seen,66 arises from the fact that the immanent procession in the mode of will presupposes the processions in the mode of nature and intellect.67 The circulatio of creation68 reaches its perfection in the intentional order, in the knowledge and love of the creature for each person of the Trinity. When a created person turns towards God and responds to His gift of self, a similitudo of the self of God «returns» to Him in the moral life of the person in grace.69

The created person has a primary or ontological goodness in what he has received in his nature –the exitus– and a secondary or moral goodness insofar as the perfection of that gift is realised in him –the reitus. «The good
is a preamble to man, inasmuch as man is an individual good; and, again, the
good is subsequent to man, inasmuch as we may say of a certain man that he
is good, by reason of his perfect virtue.»

If there is a likeness in man to God, therefore, it is not only by a comparison of natures. Man’s highest likeness to
God consists in an operation, which follows on his nature, as the act of a person.
«As God’s substance is His act, the highest likeness of man to God is in respect
of some operation. Wherefore, happiness or bliss by which man is made most
perfectly conformed to God, and which is the end of human life, consists in an
operation.»

While man’s nature is intrinsic to the imago Dei, it is qua person
–living in a communion with other persons in a common nature, ordered to
God– that the specific likeness of man’s nature to God is attained. The perfec-
tion of his communion in God, in fact, involves operations which transcend
human nature, but which are nevertheless the operations of a human person,
aided by infused grace.

This communion of created persons with God is not a unity of essence,
but a consonantia amoris, or a union of persons in love. The perfection of char-
ity in the divine essence overflows in the analogous participation of created
persons in that communion –the Father knows each created person in the
Son and, with the Son, loves him in the Spirit. Every created person is thus
related to each of the divine persons, as he subsists in his proper mode in the
divine essence and as indwelling the other divine persons.

Although the analogous notion of «person» is of a distinct subject, habens esse, divine persons are radically different from creatures in the sense in
which they «have» being and thus in their relationship with good. The divine
persons are distinguished by a relation of origin, not by a delimitation of be-
ing, whereas creatures have a finite mode of being qua likeness, which is from
–and towards– another.

Just as the Spirit is the nexus of the communion of the divine persons, his
«convocation» of created persons to union with God also establishes a fellow-
ship (consociatio) among them which is the objective ratio of their social love.
This unity of rational creatures –of each within himself, with others in the
same order, and with God as their common principle– is a participation in
the ineffable unity and simplicity of the peace of God, which he communicates
to creatures in his likeness, as an overflow of the divine unity. It is devolved
by God to those closest to him, such that they in turn become a cause of unity
in the lower orders of rational being, leading them to God as their first cause
and ultimate end.
The importance and radical nature of this personal communion among men is underlined by the comparison St. Thomas makes with the union of soul and body. Although our body is nearer to our soul than to our neighbour, as regards the composition of our own nature, as regards participation in beatitude, our neighbour's soul is more closely associated with our own soul, than even our own body is. Thus, it is in keeping with natural law for one person to expose himself to a danger to his bodily health—but not to his spiritual health—in order to protect the bodily or spiritual health of others. «Maiorem hac dilectionem nemo habet, ut animam suam quis ponat pro amicis suis» (Jn 15:13). A man’s soul participates in beatitude directly, his body by way of overflow.

His life in common with other men is therefore the context in which man, aided by grace, realises his natural vocation in a communication of self. «Now a man attains perfection in the corporeal life in two ways: first, in regard to his own person; secondly, in regard to the whole community of the society in which he lives, for man is by nature a social animal.» This communication follows from the natural interdependence of human persons, because men thereby help one another and depend on one another for what they lack. The intrinsic order of the human community—following the divine exemplar—implies that a communication of self is not only a giving but also a receiving of good and that the good is only truly received when it in turn is communicated.

Just as the nature itself of each person has its exemplar in the mind of God, so the communication of a perfection of that nature to others is a participation in God’s providence for the use and perfection of that nature in each person. «In created things good is found not only as regards their substance, but also as regards their order towards an end and especially their last end, which is the divine goodness. This good of order existing in things created, is itself created by God. Since, however, God is the cause of things by His intellect, and thus it behoves that the type of every effect should pre-exist in Him, it is necessary that the type of the order of things towards their end should pre-exist in the divine mind: and the type of things ordered towards an end is, properly speaking, providence.»

The love of neighbour in this communication is propter seipsam, but the ratio of that love is necessarily bound up with the common destiny of men as imago Dei. Man cannot truly be loved by another as a means, or for the sake of a private end apart from God, even if that private end is one he has chosen for himself. The love of neighbour is ordered to the love of God, which in turn is
the reason for loving one’s neighbour. «The reason for loving is indicated in the word «neighbour», because the reason why we ought to love others out of charity is because they are nigh to us, both as to the natural image of God, and as to the capacity for glory.»

Although the love of others for their own sakes is incompatible with an evaluation of those others in relation to exclusively private ends, it does not preclude an accidental distinction of persons, based on circumstance, provided it be in relation to the common good. Just as it is praiseworthy for a citizen to endanger his own life for the protection of others, it is also reasonable to distinguish persons –for relevant purposes– on the basis of their relation to the common good and to the final end of man.

1.3. Prudence and justice

The procession of the Son in the mode of nature and of intellect is the ratio and exemplar of the disposition of the likeness of God in creation, especially insofar as that likeness proceeds as person –that is, a specific likeness as \textit{imago Dei}, a created principle from the divine principle. The procession of the Spirit in the mode of will and love is the \textit{ratio} and exemplar of the reciprocal love –\textit{conformitas}– between the created person, as image of God, and his creator, in which his likeness is perfected in the reception and use of the gift and by which he can ultimately possess God. It is also the exemplar of virtuous communication, leading towards solidarity –\textit{consonantia}– between created persons. «God is the cause of things by His intellect and will, just as the craftsman is cause of the things made by his craft. Hence also God the Father made the creature through His Word, which is His Son; and through His Love, which is the Holy Ghost. And so the processions of the Persons are the type of the productions of creatures inasmuch as they include the essential attributes, knowledge and will.»

God establishes a \textit{communion} of human persons, as a likeness of the divine \textit{consonantia} (a) by communicating a divine idea as a common nature to be perfected in man –together with the ideas of the individuals of that species– and (b) through his loving providence for each man, moving him towards the perfection of that likeness.

The first mode of communication, by which each man is \textit{imago Dei}, follows the \textit{ratio} of the first immanent procession –the \textit{generatio} in the mode of
intellect and nature\textsuperscript{93}– of the Word as the perfect Image of the Father. From this mode, all men have a common nature and common first principles of human intellecction.\textsuperscript{94} These common principles and common end are the foundation of justice and truth –as eternal law– in human affairs. However, the free will of the individual is not fixed by his nature on any particular means to the last end, but seeks that end in every choice.\textsuperscript{95} Men have an inclination to the love of God, as apprehended by their nature, but in such a way that the human will is not determined to a good which is not its ultimate Good.\textsuperscript{96} Natural principles guide human acts to their end, but they do not supply the role of practical reason of the agent in commanding personal operations.\textsuperscript{97}

The second mode –by which each man is moved towards a \textit{similitudo Dei}– follows the \textit{ratio} of the second immanent procession, the \textit{spiratio} in the mode of will of the Spirit as the mutual Love of the Father and Son.\textsuperscript{98} A \textit{willingness} to communicate follows from a love of the natural good of the person, which in turn leads to a \textit{solidarity} among persons having a common nature. This is the sphere of love and providence\textsuperscript{99} –from this mode, the \textit{similitudo} of the \textit{imago Dei} is perfected in each man.\textsuperscript{100}

There is thus both a good of will (prudence) and a good of nature (justice) in the rational creature. Concord among men requires a right use of reason and a good will, informed by the corresponding virtues –prudence, as to the selection and use of the means, and justice as to the participation of each person in those means. «Now in order to do good deeds, it matters not only \textit{what} a man does, but also \textit{how} he does it; to wit, that he do it from right choice and not merely from impulse or passion. And, since choice is about things in reference to the end, rectitude of choice requires two things; namely, the due end, and something suitably ordained to that due end. Now man is suitably directed to his due end by a virtue [justice] which perfects the soul in the appetitive part, the object of which is the good and the end. And to that which is suitably ordained to the due end man needs to be rightly disposed by a habit in his reason, because counsel and choice, which are about things ordained to the end, are acts of the reason. Consequently an intellectual virtue is needed in the reason, to perfect the reason, and make it suitably affected towards things ordained to the end; and this virtue is prudence.»\textsuperscript{101}

Man communicates in the mode of will, therefore, in freely choosing the good for self and others, in acts of service by which he uses well the goods communicated to him by God. In order to actually \textit{communicate} the good, however, he must respect the equal causality of others and love the good for
the other in the same manner –that is, as a free rational person and with an order of proximity– as he loves it for himself. The capacity to communicate and the willingness to exercise that capacity are the constitutive elements in a communion of created persons.

Justice, in its widest sense –as applicable analogously to God and to man– is a measure of equality in relations between persons. Insofar as the persons who give and receive are considered on an equal basis, justice lies in a quantitative or at least a proportionate equality in the material or moral goods given and received, whereas if the persons who give and receive are not considered as equal (e.g. whole to part), then justice lies in a proportionate equality in the goods received by each part according to its position or merit in the whole.

The underlying focus in justice, therefore, is the participation of persons in the good –or in the means to the good– so far as that is affected by the action or communication of one person with respect of another. It does not determine the use or application of the means to attain the end, but it ensures that, in personal communication, each person has or retains the appropriate means –inter alia, a proportionate share in the use of material goods and of the inferior species which are ordered by divine Wisdom to the benefit of the human species. More generally, since a good operation requires a due perfection of nature, whatever concerns the realisation of a necessary perfection in man is something due to the person –and therefore protected by justice in mutual relations– whereas his use of that perfection is his own participation in the good.

«The order of the universe, which is seen both in effects of nature and in effects of will, shows forth the justice of God. Hence Dionysius says (Div. Nom. viii, 4) ‘We must needs see that God is truly just, in seeing how He gives to all existing things what is proper to the condition of each; and preserves the nature of each in the order and with the powers that properly belong to it’.»

St. Thomas compares creation to the design, construction and maintenance of a house –the work of divine production and disposition– whereas the use or habitation of the house is compared to the order of the whole to its final end, by the divine work of providence. The operations of man are thus a participation in divine providence –in the use of creation, or the habitation of the house. The first requirement in such operations is that they respect and preserve the disposition of nature received from God –man is a tenant or steward in the house, he does not have authority to remodel it. Since this disposition of nature is provided by God for the sake of the end, the respect
due by man in his operations to the principles of natural law is also part of this ‘vertical’ order of creation to its end.

The principles of justice in mutual relations are a part of this vertical order, but they do not suffice to ensure that man’s operations attain that end. The complete rectitude of an act involves three truths—in doctrine, of life and of justice. «Justice itself is a certain rectitude regulated according to the rule of the divine law; and in this way the truth of justice differs from the truth of life, because by the truth of life a man lives aright in himself, whereas by the truth of justice a man observes the rectitude of the law in those judgments which refer to another man.»

The veritas vitae—by which «a man lives aright in himself»—requires that his love and use of his perfections, talents and temporal goods be well ordered to his end. As we have already seen in various ways, a true love of those goods in himself necessarily involves that he have regard also to their potential to contribute to the good in others. Rectitude in the use of these means is the domain of prudence, understood as a responsible participation in the providence of God for men.

St. Thomas teaches that the principal mean or measure of virtue in a human communication is either (a) in respect of the person to whom the communication is made—in so far as something is presented to him as a matter of justice—in which case equality is the measure, or (b) in respect of the person making the communication, in so far as he gives something of his own or of himself—whether in material goods, in truth, affection or friendship—to the other, in which case his own good is its measure. The good of the human species is served in each case, but the good of the species is properly communicated when the agent acts, not from a debt of justice, or even of gratitude, but to foster the good of others. In this latter case, he communicates a love for the common good and in consequence a will that his participation in that good also serve that good in others.

Relationships of justice are not sufficient to attain the good of human society, because the bond that distinguishes a perfect society is not simply the avoidance of harm or the restoration of the status quo—a pact of non-interference, compensation and retribution—but a real reciprocation of communication in the good. «It is not enough for peace and concord to be preserved among men by precepts of justice, unless there be a further consolidation of mutual love. Justice provides for men to the extent that one shall not get in the way of another, but not to the extent of one helping another in his need.
One may happen to need another’s aid in cases in which none is bound to him by any debt of justice, or where the person so bound does not render any aid. Thus there came to be need of an additional precept of mutual love amongst men, so that one should aid another even beyond his obligations in justice.»

Whereas justice maintains equality in relations between persons in respect of their access to the means, another virtue is needed to give effect to the ratio and implications of that equality of access, by positively seeking to use those means for the common good. The point of this virtue—which we can identify as solidarity—is that, precisely because men are equal, the good sought by the agent, in his use of the means, is a good to be loved also for others who come within the scope of his actions.

1.3.1. Civil and paternal government

In a short treatise known as De Regimine paterno, St. Thomas illustrates another aspect of the relationship and distinction between justice and solidarity. He draws a distinction between the care or government of others typified by the rule of the king and that typified by a father. «The father has care of the child, not only in his relations with other men, as the king has care of him, but also in his individual concerns, as has been shown above of God. And this with good reason, for a parent is like God in giving natural origin to a human being. Hence divine and paternal government extend to the individual, not merely as a member of society, but as a person subsisting in his own nature by himself.»

The government of the community, represented by the king, necessarily attends to that which is common to men—their specific natures—in their relations with one another, but not per se to their individual natures or to singular matters. A father, on the other hand, is concerned with fostering the individual good of his child, a good which he naturally identifies with his own. In this, he participates in the providence and government of God who fosters the good of the species, not only as a multitude, but also in each individual.

The participation by man in the government of others by God is mediated through external signs, by which some persons become external secondary principles of the perfections of others and in that way are bonded to them as cause to effect. «Every effect turns naturally to its cause; wherefore Dionysius says (Div. Nom. i) that «God turns all things to Himself because He is the cause of all»: for the effect must needs always be directed to the end of the
agent. Now it is evident that a benefactor, as such, is cause of the beneficiary. Hence the natural order requires that he who has received a favour should, by repaying the favour, turn to his benefactor according to the mode of each. And, as stated above with regard to a father, a man owes his benefactor, as such, honour and reverence, since the latter stands to him in the relation of principle; but accidentally he owes him assistance or support, if he need it.»

This natural bond between cause and effect is strengthened by every communication of good—as final end—from one person to another. It is this potential for social bonding that is at the heart of human solidarity.

1.3.2. The order ad invicem

The ontological unity of the principle of good in all men is reflected in their natural inclinations to the same good—inclinations which are proper to their nature, not to their individuality or free will per se. This unity of principle implies that the actions of the multitude should be referred to their common human nature in all that has to do with the principles of operation and the end to be attained, whereas the application of those principles to the means to be used in individual circumstances—within the parameters of that nature—is moved by the virtue of prudence in each participant.

Beyond the notion of justice among fundamentally equal persons in society, the perfection of the human species also requires an organic unity of persons in respect of all of those accidental dimensions of human life in which men are unequal. Following the Dionysian notion of a concretio of human persons in a common good, St. Thomas notes that the order ad invicem among men in a virtuous community has three characteristic relationships—superior to inferior, equal to equal and inferior to superior—understanding each of these in the context of the underlying equality of the persons concerned. «According to Dionysius (Div. Nom. iv), «love moves those, whom it unites, to a mutual relationship; it turns the inferior to the superior to be perfected thereby; it moves the superior to watch over the inferior» and in this respect beneficence is an effect of love. Hence it is not for us to benefit God, but to honour Him by obeying Him, while it is for Him, out of His love, to bestow good things on us.» It is this network of relationships, based on a common love for the good, that constitutes the organic unity—the solidarity—of the community and allows it—in each of its members—to reach its end.
From the primary relationship of equality and these three categories of contingent causality, St. Thomas –again following Dionysius– derives a total of four categories of persons whom an agent may love in respect of the good: (a) he loves himself, as participating in the good (b) he loves his cause—in which he participates—as principle of his good (c) he loves his effect—which participates in him—as a fruition of his good, and (d) he loves his like, as communicating with him in attaining his good, which neither attains alone. These relationships can also be understood as four ways in which we love our own good—as in self, as found in one’s like, as a part loves the whole, and as the whole loves its parts. Thus, the parents in a family are in a position of superiority (and thus of responsibility) with respect to their children. Each parent with respect to the other and each child with respect to the other is in a position of equality (and thus of co-operation). Finally, each child is in a position of inferiority (and thus of docility) with respect to its parents.

The direct relation of each created person to God and his fellowship with others, who also enjoy that direct relation, establish the *duplex consonantia* proper to human nature. «Now a twofold order has to be considered in things: the one, whereby one created thing is directed to another, as the parts of the whole, accident to substance, and all things whatsoever to their end; the other, whereby all created things are ordered to God.» The ‘vertical’ order of human persons to God—in common with all of creation—and the ‘horizontal’ order of persons *ad invicem* are not independent sets of relations, but two dimensions or principles of every human relation. Thus, the ‘vertical’ order is the source of relations of justice among fundamentally equal human persons. Given that each one is called to the same end, *propter seipsam*, he should treat others (in the horizontal order) as his equals and companions, never as a means to his own end.

There could not be a natural order among parts, however, if they were all identical—nor could one identical part communicate its good to another. The ‘horizontal’ order, therefore, is based on interdependence and distinction—and thus ‘inequality’—between the members of an organic community, as a part of its perfection as a whole. This order *ad invicem* is a good for each one, just as the distinction of functions and the health of a body are necessary for each of its members. It is not just a relation of parts to a whole, however, but a *dynamic* order—an inclination and movement toward a common end and a co-operation of parts for the sake of that end. The horizontal order presupposes the vertical order—it is *because* human persons are essen-
tially equal and free that they can co-operate with each other in respect of accidental differences.

There is thus an important distinction—as between the vertical and horizontal dimensions—in the concept of «order» and in the related notion of something *due*. The human person—who is *propter seipsam*—is not ordered to other created persons (or to a collectivity) as a means to their end. He is, however, ordered to God as his own end, as part of the perfection of the likeness of God in the universe,¹⁴¹ and—for the sake of his participation in that order—he is also related as an equal to other persons in a common nature.

The horizontal order is thus infused with a vertical dimension. Some persons represent, on a contingent basis, aspects of the vertical dimension in the lives of others—for example, in the rule of law, or as the origin of life—and a relation of order, based on government, paternity etc., is thereby established. The relation of a child to its parents does not alter their mutual equality as persons, but it adds a vertical dimension between them, which is part of the horizontal order *ad invicem* of the human race. There is also a horizontal order between the parents of the child, who have jointly undertaken the responsibility of founding a family. Their mutual decision and co-operation—an exercise of human freedom—is of a kind which is distinctive of the horizontal order *per se*. That order is based on the free and responsible use of human talents and resources, for the perfection of the individuals concerned, in the context of a fitting contribution to the development of the human community.

The general responsibility to use one’s talents and resources for the good of others is something «due» to God as the author of those gifts and thus to the human community for whose benefit they are intended by God’s providence.¹⁴² To this extent, it is part of the vertical dimension of the duplex consonantia. The particular exercise of that responsibility, however, is not *per se* determined by nature or by justice—which tend to one thing—but is a matter of personal freedom and prudent judgement, in which contingent needs and variable circumstances are evaluated by each person. It is in the exercise of this freedom—especially in the whole field of human work and creativity—that man directs himself to God and to others in love and service.

The responsible use of freedom in human work and in the use of material resources—subject to the requirements and parameters of the vertical order—are thus a perfection and communication of self in the service of others. This is the essence of the horizontal «order» of men *ad invicem*—it has the character of order and love of God insofar as it is for the sake of man’s vertical order to his
end, and it has the character of love of neighbour insofar as it is a prudential use of the available means to that end for self and for others.

1.3.3. Civic friendship

The perfection of human communication in society—sometimes described as civic friendship—requires in the members of that society an operative love of the good per se and thus of its realisation in others. Such communication necessarily presupposes relationships of justice, because one cannot love the good per se if one wilfully deprives another—to whom it is due—of the possibility to attain or enjoy that good.\textsuperscript{143} The use by an agent of the temporal goods and human perfections in his possession will be perfect—and will communicate that good—insofar as he has regard, not only to what is due to another in justice, but also to the human perfection that can be induced in others by his use or application of those goods and resources.

Civic friendship can be understood as a set of relationships in which the good is communicated, not according to the measure of equality, but according to some measure of love of the same good for all.\textsuperscript{144} This communication is a rational love, a work of reason and thus of prudence.

In the measure of friendship, one’s intensity of love for another depends on his proximity to oneself, whereas the perfection of the good which one loves for him depends on his proximity to the good. «Now the order of nature is such that every natural agent pours forth its activity first and most of all on the things which are nearest to it (...) therefore we ought to be most beneficent towards those who are most closely connected with us.»\textsuperscript{145} Again, those who are closer to God are loved that they would have a greater good than those further away, while those closer to the lover are also loved more intensely than those further away.

Civic friendship, therefore, is not a casual union based on personal likes or dislikes, but a union based on the reciprocated love of a natural good—an ethical love—which each one loves for others as his equals in relation to their common end.\textsuperscript{146} Solidarity can be regarded as the operative bond in this civic friendship, because it is a practical love for the common good—and thus a prudent choice of the means—, which leads each one to act in the interest of others, as he does in his own interest.\textsuperscript{147} It is not a vague goodwill or aspiration, but the diligent use of the goods and perfections already possessed as means to a common end. That diligence gives rise to the personal relationships which
are the matter of civic friendship. «Both justice and friendship, therefore, deal with the same reality, that is human communication, so that where there is justice there is a possibility of friendship. (...) And this must mean that the perfection of human societal communication is not justice, but friendship. This conclusion, therefore, shows that the philosophy of friendship and love is at the root of society; that is, it is the goal of any real human life in the city.»

The relationship between solidarity and civic friendship may also be understood by analogy with the relationship between Christian apostolate and supernatural charity. The essence of the apostolic love of another is to want for him the same supernatural good –union with Christ– that one desires for oneself and already possesses in some measure in grace. In fact, one cannot truly love or attain one’s own union with Christ other than in his Church –and by means of his sacraments– in the fellowship of those called to the same supernatural end. That fellowship in supernatural goods is a friendship based on charity. The analogue in human society is a fellowship in human good based on natural love, which leads to civic friendship. Just as the life of the Church requires an apostolic spirit in its members –the use of the grace possessed– so the good of human society requires a solidary spirit –by which each person wants for the other the human good he wants for himself and, insofar as he possesses that good, communicates it to others. Again, as justice in the Church safeguards the access of the members of the Church to the means to salvation, but is not sufficient to ensure the adequate application of those means, so justice in human society safeguards the access of the members of society to the means to the natural end of man but is not sufficient to ensure the adequate application of those means.

Solidarity presupposes and perfects the role of justice in respect of the means to attain the common good and, as such, binds the members of society to that common good in a true civic friendship. However, that bond is not simply a sense of gratitude for a material favour received, nor is it an altruistic spirit in respect of the distribution of material goods. Such attitudes would be compatible with a love of the other as useful to one’s own possession of the good. Solidarity goes further –it requires an ethical love of the good per se.

1.4. The Good of Others

The communication by God of a participation in esse, as a likeness of the divine essence, is received in the creature as a good, such that the creature also has a disposition to communicate its own nature. Following Diony-
St. Thomas teaches that it is of the very ratio of being –considered as good– that whatever possesses good, naturally wills to communicate its likeness. «Now the end of the government of the world is the essential good, to the participation and similarity of which all things tend. (...) For the creature is assimilated to God in two things; first, with regard to this, that God is good; and so the creature becomes like Him by being good; and secondly, with regard to this, that God is the cause of goodness in others; and so the creature becomes like God by moving others to be good.» The good is not communicated by creatures as esse, however, but under its ratio as final cause, because creatures only communicate in forms, whereas God alone communicates a participation in ipsum esse –which is his own «form» or essence.

To communicate a good –as final end– to another is proper to one who possesses that good as a perfection of his own nature. Understanding a good quality as a perfection of nature implies an awareness that the same good is also a potential perfection in others of the same nature, to whom it might be effectively communicated. To have a true perfection, therefore, implies a certain responsibility –before God as author of the perfection, to self as having the perfection and vis-à-vis others who lack that perfection– to communicate the perfection so far as possible. This individual responsibility is all the greater according as the perfection is more necessary, the possibility of communicating more real and the alternatives less suited to the task.

The nature of this responsibility is that of a man who is a principle of other men. The notion of a principle is of a person who possesses the good of other persons in a virtual manner in his own perfection and who, for love of that good itself, wills to communicate it to others, as being potentially one with him in the good. The proper object of the will is the good per se –its use and enjoyment– not merely its individual possession, but it cannot be used or enjoyed unless possessed. «Love belongs to the appetitive power which is a passive faculty. Wherefore its object stands in relation to it as the cause of its movement or act. Therefore the cause of love must needs be love’s object. Now the proper object of love is the good; because, love implies a certain connaturalness or complacency of the lover for the thing beloved, and to everything, that thing is a good, which is akin and proportionate to it. It follows, therefore, that good is the proper cause of love.» If man qua person is not the good itself –«No one is good but God alone» (Mk. 10:18)– then that perfection which is a good in him is potentially a good also in others who have a
like nature and capacity. He loves those who are one with him in nature because of their capacity to communicate in that good with him.\textsuperscript{162}

To love the good in this way implies a relation to the source from whom one has received the good\textsuperscript{163} –a created principle possesses and enjoys the good as a nature which he has received from another, as something to be further communicated by him. A good which can be loved in this way is a \textit{communicable} good –not something material, which diminishes when shared. It is a good that perfects a supposit as its \textit{end}, in accordance with its nature, whether as something desired, or as already possessed and enjoyed.\textsuperscript{164}

1.4.1. Man as principle of men

God, in his wisdom, provided for the perfection of \textit{all} men by communicating perfections to some so that they would be the \textit{principles} of those perfections in others. «Since God created things not only for their own existence, but also that they might be the principles of other things; so creatures were produced in their perfect state to be the principles as regards others. Now man can be the principle of another man, not only by generation of the body, but also by instruction and government. Hence, as the first man was produced in his perfect state, as regards his body, for the work of generation, so also was his soul established in a perfect state to instruct and govern others.»\textsuperscript{165}

God has impressed in man’s intellect a natural inclination to the good,\textsuperscript{166} that allows him to apprehend the good in himself and in others,\textsuperscript{167} as parents naturally apprehend their own good in their children, and a virtuous citizen is prepared to suffer personal loss for the good of the city.\textsuperscript{168} «First, because man is naturally a social being, and so in the state of innocence he would have led a social life. Now a social life cannot exist among a number of people unless under the presidency of one to look after the common good; for many, as such, seek many things, whereas one attends only to one. (...) Secondly, if one man surpassed another in knowledge and virtue, this would not have been fitting unless these gifts conduced to the benefit of others, according to 1 \textit{Pt}. 4:10, «As every man hath received grace, ministering the same one to another.» Wherefore Augustine says (\textit{De Civ. Dei} xix, 14): «Just men command not by the love of domineering, but by the service of counsel»: and (\textit{De Civ. Dei} xix, 15): ‘The natural order of things requires this; and thus did God make man’.\textsuperscript{169}

God also endows each person with particular gifts and talents –which he has not given directly to others– and from each one he invites a proportion-
ate response,¹⁷⁰ which should also be characterised by prudence. «It was he who created man in the beginning, and he left him in the power of his own counsel.» (Sir. 15:14). At the level of nature, for example, he has provided that human beings would participate, freely and responsibly, in the generation of new human life. Parents are also the immediate principles of their children as regards what that they need for their nurture and development.

The relationship of human persons whereby one can be, in some way, a principle of good in another is the basis and ratio of the order ad invicem among individuals in the human species and, as such, a participation in the providence of God for his creatures.¹⁷¹ This participation implies that the secondary principle—one human person with respect to another—is himself a higher participant than the other in the good which he communicates.¹⁷² «God employs intermediary causes, in order that the beauty of order may be preserved in the universe; and also that He may communicate to creatures the dignity of causality.»¹⁷³ Just as God, the primary principle, virtually contains the whole good of every creature, man, as a secondary principle and image of God, virtually contains some aspect of the good of others, insofar as he has a perfection and the capacity and opportunity to communicate it.¹⁷⁴

A human person is not a principle of good in others in respect of the final end itself, because the final end is not possessed by creatures in statu viae. The goods in respect of which men communicate—as secondary and contingent principles¹⁷⁵—are always intermediate goods, means to the end. By ordering his judgement and choice of the means to the final end of man, with prudence and justice, the agent communicates his rectitude with respect to the final end for himself and for others.¹⁷⁶ He communicates to others his love of the common good for them and thereby induces in them a love for the same good.¹⁷⁷ This practical love of a common good is the essence of the consortium amoris which is the goal of solidarity.

God first gave the plenitude of all necessary human perfections to Adam, in his capacity as the principle of the whole of human nature. He is the principle of all men as regards the generation of the body, their instruction and government—all of which relate to man’s role in the material universe, as the context in which to communicate the good. «The first man was established by God in such a manner as to have knowledge of all those things for which man has a natural aptitude. And such are whatever are virtually contained in the first self-evident principles, that is, whatever truths man is naturally able to know.»¹⁷⁸
Not content, however, to have received every natural good, Adam succumbed to the temptation to arrogate to himself the very origin of that good. «When you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil» (Gen 3:5). In this he failed the essential test of an image of God—to acknowledge self as an image, not to conceive self as the origin and end. Adam already possessed and enjoyed the fullness of the good proper to man in statu viae, it remained only for him to use that perfection in the manner in which it had been given to him—as a communicable good. As a principle from a principle, that which he had received was something intrinsically communicable to others. Inasmuch as he was an image, by acting accordingly he would have led others to the divine exemplar. The role of principle is thus an intrinsic part of the vocation of man as imago Dei—a likeness to God is effective as such insofar as man, by his operation, leads others to God by communicating the good as final end—but he must first acknowledge that he in turn is also a likeness proceeding from a principle. The role of principle from a principle entrusted to Adam was derived from its divine exemplar in the Son—the true Image of God—by whom all things were made.

The material world—through man’s natural relationship with it in the composition of his soul with his body—is the means given to human persons to communicate perfections of good to one another. Whereas God creates ex nihilo, man can cause the becoming of things, and even of forms, in likeness to God. As the works of God are perfect, man—as a steward of God—should also seek a perfection in his work. A perfection in work, however, depends on a perfection of form as the principle of operation.

Man has his being and his form from another and he acts in that form. The perfection of his form, therefore, comes from his solidarity with the principle of that form—with God as his primary principle and with the human community as the proximate principle of his being and development. To act as one with other persons means to communicate in matter—which, of itself, distinguishes but does not divide—such that all men act as though one in their common form. This is to act with others as one principle in regard to the use of matter, in the stewardship of creation.

Man, therefore, is not a sole principle in the communication of good—just as he receives from a plurality, he communicates with and to a plurality of persons. The human vocation is a single responsibility to be fulfilled by a multitude of persons, acting as one, each contributing according to his means. As the three divine persons, as one principle, communicate good to man, he in
turn co-operates with others as one principle in the secondary communication of that good. Man therefore lives and works in a consonantia with others –being given «a helper fit for him» (cfr. Gen. 2:18) implies an order ad invicem in a common task– in achieving his personal perfection in the communication of good, as a steward of material creation. This consonantia requires a practical coordination among men, which in turn requires the exercise of prudence and thus the virtue of solidarity. The unity of men as one principle of operation in the world is thus a specific likeness in man to the consonantia amoris of the divine persons.

1.4.2. Participation in providence

As the exitus of creatures from God is in accordance with the plurality of species in his creative design, so their reitus is governed by his providence. His universal government of creation imparts to every creature a certain impulse –whether natural or voluntary– towards the good. Some things are moved necessarily and others contingently –in either case the effect is provided for by God. If a particular cause should fail to attain its effect, that failure is nevertheless due to some other particular cause, which also acts under divine government. Thus even the disorder of sin –because it is rectified by divine justice– does not impede the accomplishment of the divine will.

Among the higher creatures, the closest to God are those that exist, live, and understand in the likeness of God. The perfection of divine providence is shown in this –that higher creatures also participate in the government of the lower, in accordance with the nature of each. In his goodness, God gives them the power not only to be principles in respect of other things, but also to have the same manner of communicating good as he himself has –that is, according to the judgement of their will, and not according to any necessity of their nature.

The communication of good through external acts of instruction, government, inspiration and example is thus a part of the self-providence willed for the human species by God. This secondary providence in man, however, comes under the care of divine providence, such that –for those who love God– all things work together for the good. Nor is that communication in vain –it does not follow from the infallibility of God’s universal providence that the secondary providence of creatures is deprived of its efficacy. On the
contrary, divine providence moves one person to provide for another in such a way that both can be perfected thereby.\textsuperscript{196}

While each person –created for beatitude– is provided with the natural and supernatural means he needs to attain his end, from the fact that a rational creature can only attain beatitude in grace, by the exercise of a free will\textsuperscript{197} –and that he is created as such by God– it follows that God’s providence countenances that some rational creatures will choose to reject beatitude.\textsuperscript{198} God’s antecedent will for the beatitude of all rational creatures is not thereby frustrated\textsuperscript{199} –rather it is that, having created them with a free will and given them sufficient means, God respects their misuse of that faculty for the sake of the greater glory and beatitude of those who use it well to gain eternal life. Thus if one person falls, St. Thomas teaches that another is given his place\textsuperscript{200} –and even his merits\textsuperscript{201}– to complete the number of the elect\textsuperscript{202} and thus to achieve the perfection of the universe.\textsuperscript{203} «Since God, then, provides universally for all being, it belongs to His providence to permit certain defects in particular effects, that the perfect good of the universe may not be hindered, for if all evil were prevented, much good would be absent from the universe. A lion would cease to live, if there were no slaying of animals; and there would be no patience of martyrs if there were no tyrannical persecution.»\textsuperscript{204}

From the very fact of created freedom, therefore, it is evident that there is a real distinction between the subsistence of a created person and the good to which he is called. If the beatitude of each rational creature were a necessary good, God could not –without contradiction– create in him a free or contingent will with respect to the attainment of that good. Yet a rational creature cannot merit the good other than by the free operation of his intellectual faculties, aided by grace.\textsuperscript{205}

In consequence, the good of a particular created person cannot be an absolute property of his individual nature, but something which is participated by him as a person.\textsuperscript{206} In exercising the role of principle with respect to others, therefore, man communicates a good of which he is neither the author nor the arbiter, but which he discerns as a fitting means to attain the common human good.\textsuperscript{207}

1.4.3. Man’s other self

A true communication of good requires, in the principle, an identification between his good and that of the recipient. «By the fact that anyone loves
another, he wills good to that other. Thus he puts the other, as it were, in the place of himself; and regards the good done to him as done to himself. So far love is a binding force, since it aggregates another to ourselves, and refers his good to our own.»

Love of the good in self –as one’s own perfection– is the paradigm in which one’s love of the other participates, because the perfection of one’s own nature is the proper object of the will of the person. «You shall love your neighbour as yourself» (Mt 22:39b). The other is loved as being one with self in that nature, because it is proper to the perfect possession of good to enjoy the company of others who share the good. This is clearly seen in the immanent divine love and in the love of God for creatures –the good that is loved by God for the creature is God himself, as God also loves himself.

However, there is this difference between the love of one created person for another in the same nature and the love of the divine persons for one another: a created person needs to communicate that good with another like to him in nature in order to enjoy a perfection of that nature (nullius boni sine socio est io-cunda possessio), whereas –as we have seen– a divine person communicates with others because he enjoys a perfection of his nature.

One who already has a perfection of nature does not love the other as someone from whom he desires to receive that perfection, but as one with whom he communicates in that same perfection, either in act or in potency. The love of the principle for the one who receives from him, therefore, is properly a love of friendship or a ‘paternal’ love, whereas the love of the one who receives from the principle is initially a love of concupiscence, a desire for his own good. According as the recipient becomes more like his principle in the communicated good, however, his love also tends towards true friendship.

Our natural experience provides –in the relationships between parents and children– a striking example of this notion of identification. Parents see the good of their children –especially when they are very young– as simply identified with or included in their own, whereas children initially look to their parents as the sole providers of all their needs. It requires a certain maturity in the child to begin to love its parents with a true love of friendship. «Equality is the cause of equality in mutual love. Yet between those who are unequal there can be a greater love than between equals; although there be not an equal response: for a father naturally loves his son more than a brother loves his brother; although the son does not love his father as much as he is loved by him.» The love of a principle for what proceeds from him is stronger...
than that of like for like, because whatever proceeds from another is in some way part of the other, whereas that which is equal does not have a potency to be part of another. These natural family relationships educate us in the fundamental reality of human sociability—we are not self-contained or atomised individuals, but persons who realise their human nature in communion with others.

The essence of the notion of *identification* is that every perfection of human nature—in its constitution or operation—is a perfection of being, which in principle is a good for all those who share the same nature and who thus have the same capacity for the good. The power of parents to participate in the generation of human life is a transmission of a perfection of human nature in its constitution, and the power of a teacher to educate a pupil is a transmission of a perfection of that nature in its operation. Other «goods» and perfections, which are not *per se* communicable, pertain only to an individual, either because of their materiality—such as food and other temporal goods—or from the individuality of the human soul and the individual graces it receives from God. However, insofar as these goods and perfections also lead the individual to his final end, they also serve the common good and contribute to the communication of good to others.

One who truly *has* a perfection, therefore, sees the good of others of his own nature—who lack that perfection—as virtually included in his own perfection, insofar as he can communicate that perfection to them in some way.216 His love for his own perfection—*qua* good—is the basis for a *natural love* for the same good in others, with whom he wills to communicate it.217 Where this good is present in the other *in potential* and not in act, he desires the perfection of that potential in the other, as though it were his own perfection.218 That which is loved in the other—*qua* person—is not the imperfection or perfection of his nature as such, but his very capacity to receive perfection and thus to participate in and communicate the good.

This mode of relationship with others can lead to the highest form of friendship, because it does not regard the qualities of the beloved for what they can give to the lover, but considers the needs of the beloved and what the lover can do for him. If that love is reciprocated by the recipient—in a *redamatio*, a response in love—a true friendship results.219 The «equality» on which this friendship is based is simply that between *persons* as such—because of their *capacity* for good—while prescinding from their actual merits or perfections of nature. The ultimate instance of this *identification* is the friendship
and mercy of the divine persons, in their absolute good, for created persons—capax Dei—in their absolute poverty of being and good. This relationship of creature to Creator is the exemplar of identification—of willing the good of another as one with one’s own—but a likeness of this identification is also found among creatures, insofar as one rational creature is, actually or potentially, a principle of good for another.

The objective capacity of a created person to include others in this way within the scope of his personal good depends of the perfection of the person—in the first instance in respect of his nature, but ultimately in relation to ipsum esse, in which all limitations disappear. Man, in the original integrity of his nature, had a capacity to identify with the good of others of his species with a natural love, as part of the providence of God for the communication of good among men. «Now what is one with a thing, is that thing itself: consequently everything loves what is one with itself. (...) What is generically or specifically one with another, is one according to nature. And so everything loves another which is one with it in species, with a natural affection (dilectione naturali), in so far as it loves its own species.» This natural love, however, was based on man’s natural love of God as the first cause of all—which love was perverted by original sin. Man nevertheless retains a natural inclination—as a first principle of natural law—to communicate the good with others and in particular with those who are closer to him, but he needs an acquired virtue to love their good as his own, even imperfectly, and the assistance of grace to love it in a perfect way.

Man’s willingness to love his good as potentially realised in others is the test of the quality of his love for the good itself. If his love is limited to that aspect of the good which is individuated in his person, his love is not for the good per se, but for his individual possession of that good. «Love, however, regards good universally, whether possessed or not.» Identification, as a quality of love, means that it is truly the good itself that is loved, such that it includes not only one’s own perfection of nature but also the perfection of others, as virtually contained in that good. Thus a teacher loves not only the perfection of his nature represented by his command of the science of his discipline, but also its potential to inform others—which leads him to desire the communication of that knowledge to his students for the sake of their perfection. Identification is based on a relationship of «superior» to «inferior» in respect of the good in question—the relationship is absolute as between Creator and creature, but it is relative and contingent between creatures. If the role of the superior in the
relationship is to provide for the inferior as for self, the role of the inferior is to accept that providence with gratitude and docility. 228 These relationships are based on the natural love of interdependent human persons for their common nature. 229

1.4.4. Communication in matter

We have already discussed the two factors which configure intermediate goods as the immediate end of the operation of man 230 –his rational nature, which he has in common with all men; and primary matter, the underlying subject of every material form in creation. 231 Matter is the basis for continuity and unity in the generation and development of the corporeal element in the composition of each human person and in the whole human race. Human souls –and thus the intellectual principles of human nature– are numerically multiplied within the same species, because of the individuation and unibilitas of the human soul in composition with a material body. 232 The soul is the principle of that which is common to men, in their operation and end, whereas the body is the medium through which individual men communicate the good.

A human agent communicates to others the external signs of his intellect –his conceptions of truth– and of his will –his dispositions towards apprehended goods. 233 This material mediation involves an intrinsic individuation of the good –a distinction between my good and your good– and it also implies that a true communication is not perfactive as good unless it is actively received and accepted as such. The communication of a perfection from one man to another is not like the communication of good from God, or even from an angelic source. One man cannot directly perfect the spiritual form in another –he can provide the means, offer advice, inspiration and instruction– but the appropriation of the good depends on the free will of the recipient. This communication is received by another insofar as he forms intelligible concepts of these signs, understands them as true, wills them as good and in turn communicates them to others.

Evidently, not all possible human perfections are of equal weight or necessity, nor is every speech a true enlightenment of another. 234 Man should love his neighbour in what concerns the truth about his final end and in the use of the means that are ordered to that end. 235 The communication of self therefore requires discernment and prudence in each party to the communication. If the conceptions communicated are false, or the agent’s will in their
regard is defective, the communication is either erroneous or malicious. Such a communication may be «authentic» in the sense that it communicates a «self» that is in error –and it may be effective, if that error is shared by the recipient– but it would not properly be a communication of self.

The communication of self among rational creatures is possible only insofar as it accords with what they have in common. Whereas an error may be made common, the nature of the self of a rational agent is not determined or defined by that error. An erroneous «self» is not communicable qua self because neither the cause nor the effect has a nature that corresponds in reality to the signs communicated. The human value of inter-personal communication depends, therefore, on the adequacy of the conceptions of truth and on the suitability of the temporal goods which are communicated, from the point of view of the image of God in man.

The perfection of the possession of a resource or temporal good by a person is in its operation or use,236 as the perfection of the construction of a house is in its habitation.237 God orders temporal goods to a created person, not as though the person were the end, but in order to lead the person to his end in God.238 Thus, the prudent use of temporal goods, in accordance with the final end of man, perfects an agent in relation to his end239 and the external effect of his rational operation is a diffusion of good –as final end240– to other persons within his range of communication.

It is natural to man, considered as part of his species, to have and to use material resources, but to have this particular resource, here and now, does not belong per se to his specific nature but to his individual nature. «There are two ways in which something is said to be natural to a man; one is according to his specific nature (ex natura speciei), the other according to his individual nature (ex natura individui). And, since each thing derives its species from its form, and its individuation from matter, and, again, since man’s form is his rational soul, while his matter is his body, whatever belongs to him in respect of his rational soul, is natural to him in respect of his specific nature; while whatever belongs to him in respect of the particular temperament of his body, is natural to him in respect of his individual nature. For whatever is natural to man in respect of his body, considered as part of his species, is to be referred, in a way, to the soul, in so far as this particular body is adapted to this particular soul.»241

Every human person, therefore, has both an individual principle and a common principle –the individual principle is from matter and concerns the
engagement of the human race with the material universe in the overall order and perfection of the universe. The inequality of human persons comes from this distinction as regards individual principles, not from their human natures per se. Accidental inequalities are for the sake of the communication of good, in an organic unity of men. God willed, therefore, that man would thus attain a specific similitude of the divine essence, while \textit{in statu viae}, participating in and imitating the divine communication of good in providence. That participation involves \textit{working} –using one’s talents and resources– for the good of others as for one’s own, as God himself provides for the good of his creatures.

1.4.5. The role of natural law

The first inductive principles of the intellect and the natural inclination of the human will to its natural good,\textsuperscript{242} –whereby man has «a natural inclination to its proper act and end»\textsuperscript{243}– are a participation in the eternal law, by means of \textit{natural law}.\textsuperscript{244} The natural love of God –as part of the order of original justice– was destroyed by sin,\textsuperscript{245} but as a natural inclination to virtue –\textit{synderesis}– it remains a part of human nature, weakened but not destroyed by sin.\textsuperscript{246} «\textit{Synderesis} is said to be the law of our mind, because it is a habit containing the precepts of the natural law, which are the first principles of human actions.»\textsuperscript{247} A human act is the product of a practical syllogism, in which intellect and will evaluate practical circumstances according to these general principles and values.\textsuperscript{248}

The whole thrust of divine providence –as known in the natural law– is that the rational creature may \textit{do} and \textit{prosecute} the ‘practical’ good which is within his nature, so as ultimately to enjoy the ‘theoretical’ good which perfects and transcends his nature. «This is the first precept of law, that ‘good is to be done and pursued, and evil is to be avoided’.»\textsuperscript{249} To be a principle of good in others is to participate in this divine providence in the highest sense, but that participation can only be effective insofar as it is active. A person, moved by love of a good (e.g. knowledge, justice) which is a perfection of his nature, who neglects or acts against that perfection in others, wills his own \textit{possession} of a ‘practical’ good and not the good of his nature \textit{per se}. As we have seen, a love of the good in others is part of the image of God in man –it is proper to a rational creature that its intellectual appetite or inclination be for the good \textit{per se} and not merely for its own good (as animals also act by natural instinct for the good of the species, as part of the order of the universe).
The natural first principles and values are common to the human species—every human act is, in its genesis, solidary. «Although actions are of individuals, yet their first principle of action is nature, which tends to one thing.» Differences arise in (a) the attachment of the will to different goods as pertaining to the end, and (b) in the derivation of singular and contingent conclusions from universal and necessary principles. These differences are a consequence of the freedom which is essential to the moral perfection of man—it is by his intelligent co-ordination and resolution of such differences in society that man perfects himself in his relations with others and in his rectitude with regard to the good itself of his species.

It requires a particular virtue, therefore, to apply the natural inclination effectively to the practical service of the good in others. «As the Philosopher states (Ethic. ii, 1), aptitude to virtue is in us by nature, but the complement of virtue is in us through habituation or some other cause. Hence it is evident that virtues perfect us so that we follow in due manner our natural inclinations, which belong to the natural right. Wherefore to every definite natural inclination there corresponds a special virtue.»

1.4.6. Human freedom

The communication of good is contingent for its effectiveness on the freedom of the parties to the communication. The first and final cause of a created person is external to him, but it acts in him in such a way that the person is free—he is his own cause—in respect of his response. That freedom is essential to the perfection communicated to him by his Creator—without it, man would not be an image of God as a rational being but as one moved by natural principles alone.

A human community is founded on a common interest or inclination—in the case of a natural community, this is the role of the natural inclinations—which provides the basic dynamism to move it towards an objective which is simultaneously personal and social. Each member of the community moves himself freely towards that end—the natural inclinations are not an external «violence» but, as it were, a «gravitational force» in his own nature—but he also requires certain habits or virtues to achieve that objective.

The rectitude of the will entails a disposition to love the good to which the person is directed by the first cause and to love the truth about the end—the good as final cause, as apprehended by the intellect. Every act of reason
and will in man is based on that which is in him according to his nature: every act of reasoning is based on principles that are known naturally and every act of appetite in respect of the means is derived from the natural appetite in respect of the last end. The intelligible truth about the good, therefore, is found in the first instance in the natural inclinations, which act as first principles of order to the end. In order to attain his end, the agent ought to measure his action with reference to those general principles.

Human reason, however, does not have a full participation in the divine government—it has a finite and imperfect participation, according its own mode. The apprehension of a creature, according to its nature, is of some particular good, proportionate to that nature. Although the intellect is disposed to adhere to a truth once perceived, the will can accept or reject a posited truth about the good, unless the good in question is perceived as absolute. Just as, on the part of the speculative reason, man has a knowledge of certain general principles, but not a proper knowledge of each single truth, so too, on the part of the practical reason, he has a natural participation in the eternal law, according to certain general principles—the habit of synderesis—but not as regards the particular determinations of individual cases. To achieve a virtuous human act, in addition to a rectitude of will man also needs the counsel and command of prudence—moved by synderesis—to produce the «practical syllogism» which causes the human act.

We have noted, however, that the end towards which man is moved by his natural inclinations is both personal and social and that he moves himself in freedom—as his own cause—in respect of the determination of particular human acts in accordance with common principles. If, then, every man is his own cause, one man—as an individual—cannot also be the cause of another, in this sense, without depriving him of his essential dignity as a rational being. On the other hand, the common good of a community cannot be attained without exercising some form of causality in respect of others and such causality necessarily involves judgements of practical reason about the good. Honest prudential judgements—based on the natural inclinations—may differ from one person to another, even if everyone in the community is formally united in a will for the good of the community. If prudence were the only virtue by which we could ascertain the means to the end, how could legitimate differences be resolved without infringing the dignity of the members of the community?

We can distinguish two distinct components in a human act: the specification of the proposed act (intellect) and the decision whether or not to act
The final causality of the good can therefore be considered under these two aspects—one, the universality of the good that is apprehended by the reason, and the other, the free response of the will to that good. Of these two, the universal good is inherently objective and social, whereas the response of the will is subjective and personal.

The common good moves the agent through the specification of his act, which is apprehended by his intellect—in the form of principles or teaching—as the good of the community of which he forms part. His practical reason therefore judges the possible good to be done, taking into account not only the internally generated conclusions from natural first principles—a subjective participation in the eternal law—but also the relevant external principles, rules or laws presented to the intellect as requirements of the common good. This is the function of study, investigation, informed discussion and reasoned debate in human affairs. «Things done are indeed the matter of prudence, in so far as they are the object of reason, that is, considered as true: but they are the matter of the moral virtues, in so far as they are the object of the appetitive power, that is, considered as good.»

The freedom of the rational agent lies in his will, in his choice to act or not to act in favour of the specified good. The will of the agent is not determined by the apprehension of a particular good—it can always prefer an alternative, or decide not to act—unless the good in question is perceived as absolute. Human dignity does not require that the intellect of the agent be free from influence or that his reason be the source of the good which it apprehends—on the contrary, the intellect seeks a universal truth—but that the will of the individual be free from violence (a force contrary to its nature) in choosing an apprehended good.

1.4.7. A concord of wills

The communication of good as something received implies that it is not simply at the discretion of its immediate principle—not every operation of man is per se a communication of good, even if in his own estimation it appears to attain some good. The notion of solidarity requires that the communication of good should respect the objective origin and end of human good.

Man participates in the communication of good, not as an inert or irrational instrument, but as a person endowed with intelligence and free will. His role as principle for other men is secondary, but nevertheless real—he imitates
the wisdom of God in having a measure of self-government and exercising personal judgement in his operation. The providence of God—the communication of good from the first principle—takes account of this secondary communication. The quality of man’s discernment—as a principle of others—with regard to the means to be used will depend on (a) his having a formal rectitude of will with regard to the good itself, recognising it as something beyond self and common to others, and willing it accordingly, and (b) the perfection or material rectitude of his understanding and will as regards the relationship of a particular good to the common good and the scope of those included in that common good.

A human will is good and in accordance with reason whenever it wills something which is naturally known as good and as directed to the natural end of man. «The will tends to its object, according as it is proposed by the reason. Now a thing may be considered in various ways by the reason, so as to appear good from one point of view, and not good from another point of view. And therefore if a man’s will wills a thing to be, according as it appears to be good, his will is good: and the will of another man, who wills that thing not to be, according as it appears evil, is also good.»

Because of the limitations of the human intellect and the contingency of material circumstances, the natural inclination is not sufficient—even in original justice—to produce a uniform conclusion, such that men would necessarily agree on the means to be employed to achieve a common good. «Now a thing may happen to be good under a particular aspect, and yet not good under a universal aspect, or vice versa, as stated above. And therefore it comes to pass that a certain will is good from willing something considered under a particular aspect, which thing God wills not, under a universal aspect, and vice versa. And hence too it is, that various wills of various men can be good in respect of opposite things, for as much as, under various aspects, they wish a particular thing to be or not to be.» This potential for discord in regard to the common good means that it is not enough that each man orders his own powers and uses material things in accordance with reason, but that there be due order and some form of government in the use of temporal goods in society.

Concord in society and moral rectitude in man’s personal actions require not only that he obey the ordinances of government, however, but that he himself takes into account the common good when choosing between possible natural goods. «A man’s will is not right in willing a particular good, unless he refer it to the common good as an end: since even the natural appetite of
each part is ordained to the common good of the whole. Now it is the end that supplies the formal reason, as it were, of willing whatever is directed to the end. Consequently, in order that a man will some particular good with a right will, he must will that particular good materially, and the Divine and universal good, formally. Therefore the human will is bound to be conformed to the Divine will, as to that which is willed formally, for it is bound to will the Divine and universal good; but not as to that which is willed materially, for the reason given above.»

There is thus in man a natural basis for concord in the formal object of human action, but potential for discord in the election of the material object –the means to be employed towards the common end. «We can know in a general way what God wills. For we know that whatever God wills, He wills it under the aspect of good. Consequently whoever wills a thing under any aspect of good, has a will conformed to the Divine will, as to the reason of the thing willed. But we know not what God wills in particular: and in this respect we are not bound to conform our will to the Divine will.» In order that man’s self-government and use of free will would conform to divine providence, therefore, two general criteria must be observed –one, that whatever is fitting to the nature of the human species as such must be respected in human acts; the other, that whatever is provided by God for the use or service of men must be diligently applied by each one for that end.

The first criterion –the concept of justice– is a rectitude of will in regard to the end. This requires man to acknowledge and respect in his actions the true equality and dignity –in respect of the common end– of all those affected by his action. The second criterion is a rectitude of will in regard to the means. This requires man to acknowledge that the means he employs in his actions –whether his own individual gifts and talents, or the external resources of material creation– are committed to his prudence for the sake of a common ultimate end. Again, the first criterion is rooted in the common rational nature of man –in which all human persons are substantially equal– which reveals the final end of man, whereas the second is rooted in the individual corporeal nature of man, in which men are accidentally and contingently unequal.

St. Thomas relates these elements to each other in the concept of the «just man», in whom, that he may profit spiritually from his works, there must be prudence —«ratio iudicans de particularibus agendis»—, based on synderesis —«intellectus universalium principiorum»—, based in turn on the divine law —«lex divina seu Deus.»
1.5. The Communicable Good

The communicable good has three dimensions, corresponding to the elements which comprise the good of human nature and of every created being:

– It has measure or mode, insofar as human persons communicate in the generation and preservation of human life.
– It has species, insofar as they communicate in the knowledge and love of man, and of God as his origin and end.
– It has order, insofar as they communicate in the use of material creation as a means to that end.

The natural inclination to good –its origin, or measure, in man– is the habit of synderesis. The acquisition and maintenance of the good of the will –its form, or species, in man– is the work of the moral virtues. The operation or use of the good –its order to the end of man– is the work of prudence.

A well-ordered human operation, in its relation to others, should reflect these three characteristics of created good:

– It should spring from a love of the person –that is, it should will or affirm the being of other persons, as fellow subjects of the good.
– It should contemplate the truth of the person –i.e. understand and respect the nature, equality and dignity of other persons as capax Dei– and of the created good.
– It should love the good for the person –the good of the end (beatitude) and of the prudential means to the end.

1.5.1. Measure

In the first place, man owes his very being –his origin and his added perfections– to God. The notion of a good received by a created person from God entails a recognition that the person himself is invited to participate in some way in the contemplation of God, who alone is good. The contemplation of the divine essence implies a specific horizontal communion among men, a duplex consonantia –one cannot love the divine consonantia for oneself unless one also loves it for others of the same nature. «Whoever loves a person must, as a consequence, also love those loved by that person and those related to him. Now, men are loved by God, for He has prearranged for them, as an ultimate end, the enjoyment of Himself. Therefore, it should be that, as a person becomes a lover of God, he also becomes a lover of his neighbour.»
This reality is the basis for every other aspect of a person’s existence, because it entails that his true self, his ultimate good, is not something of his own choosing or exclusive to his person, but something indivisible which is willed for him and equally for others—as a free gift—by the infinite love of his Creator. If this is not fully acknowledged in practice, the person tends to seek the good in himself and for himself, to realise «self» in isolation from God and thus to reject the fulfilment intended for his personality and existence by God.

Human nature was communicated once and for all to Adam, together with the potency to communicate that perfection to others in his own nature. That secondary communication included the power to co-operate in the generation of human life in its corporeal dimension and to foster and perfect that life, through engagement in the stewardship of material creation. With the free co-operation of secondary human causes, therefore, God communicates a distinct participation in being—the individual creation of a human soul—to a human person, in a common corporeal and rational nature. Every new human being is, in a sense, ‘elected’ to membership of the college of human persons with the co-operation of other members of that college. He thus inherits participation in the original human vocation, first entrusted to Adam, and in the common patrimony of human culture in which that vocation has been lived. Participation in that common human good, as we have seen, unites the intellect and will of each member of the collegium to God as his natural end—and thereby to the other members of the college—even more closely than his soul unites his body to that end.285

Natural interdependence is not limited to the material needs of the members of a particular group or generation. No individual, family or community can exist or flourish without reference to its antecedents—physical and cultural—or without the awareness that its actions affect those who will succeed it. The most natural and compelling experience of this inter-generational dependence and responsibility is the family. Children, as human persons, are not appendages to the personal good of their parents. They may be said—in a sense—to perpetuate the lives of their parents, but in reality it is the human species itself that is perpetuated. When Socrates begets a son, the principle of the act of generation is human nature—not in general but as it is individuated in the person of Socrates. (Were human nature itself—as common to all men—the principle of generation, then all men without exception would generate, as they all desire happiness.) Nevertheless, when parents beget children, they do not «duplicate» themselves, they generate other members of the hu-
man species, each having the same nature but with a distinct participation in human good. Independently of the will of the parents, therefore, the generation of children is per se a natural good of the human species—including that of the parents—, and thus also a good of the parents as agents, when they act in accordance with reason.

The point of this observation is that it confirms an important feature of the notion of human solidarity. It is of the essence of human good that it is not defined by matter (potency), or by individuation (limitation), but by its measure or mode of imitation of the divine essence. Good is a dimension of being, not of individuation—the man and his wife were both naked, and were not ashamed (Gen. 2:24). Matter distinguishes human persons numerically, but of itself it does not divide them—the man and his wife were both naked, and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves aprons (Gen. 2:25). Division comes from original sin—they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves aprons (Gen. 3:7). The natural good of the actions of parents in generating and rearing children is not primarily an individual or self-interested good, but an interpersonal good, a good for their children, for the community and for the human species as such. Parents contribute to the building up of the family and the human community and in turn participate in the benefits of membership of those communities. They act as one with others and with God as co-principles of the human good.

The fact that parents are moved to this human good by a natural inclination does not deprive their actions of moral value—on the contrary, natural inclination is the basis of the rationality and moral integrity of their voluntary actions. We have in this basic human experience, therefore, a clear example of a natural inclination of the human will to a good which is a fundamental human good per se—an intelligible good of human nature—and not only a good pertaining to the individual agent. It is an inclination to the exercise of a natural power or potency with which the parents are endowed, but which is not exclusively or even primarily for their own benefit. The human virtue lies in the exercise of the will to give effect to that inclination in a rational—i.e. intelligent, prudent—way. Seen in this light, therefore, responsible parenthood is an example of the human virtue of solidarity in practice. We can also see in this example that the providence of God for mankind is mediated through the characteristics of the rational nature of man, and that man participates in that providence—as imago Dei—by conforming his actions to human reason.
1.5.2. Species

The second element of the reality of created good –its species– is that the gift of being is not a formless or anonymous existence. The ontology of the divine harmony requires in created participants a perfection of the nature –the realisation of its potential and capacity– in which they are loved in the divine exemplar, because nothing defective can participate in the intimate life of God. That nature or species is a mode of participation in being as a person –a subject who has being with intrinsic potential and with finite characteristics– in whom the divine essence is imitated.

An intellectual nature imitates the divine essence in its capacity to know and love God and the likeness of God in creation. Because of the unity of nature of their intellective principles, the intellectual perfections acquired by one human being are co-natural to every member of the human species, albeit limited by the extent to which they can be communicated through sensible signs.

Corporeal things are known insofar as their essences are abstracted from matter—the potential of man’s nature in this regard is quasi-infinite—and thus the object known is a perfection in the knower. This is the secondary perfection of the intellectual nature—the use or enjoyment of its being. «Hence, it is said in III De Anima, that the soul is, ‘in some manner, all things’, since its nature is such that it can know all things. In this way it is possible for the perfection of the entire universe to exist in one thing. The ultimate perfection which the soul can attain, therefore, is, according to the philosophers, to have delineated in it the entire order and causes of the universe. This they held to be the ultimate end of man. We, however, hold that it consists in the vision of God; for, as Gregory says: ‘What is there that they do not see who see Him who sees all things?’»

Material creation serves man as a means or disposition to know and contemplate God, as first cause and final end, and such knowledge can in principle be communicated from one man to another. The human intellect—which is actuated and knows itself by its interaction with its material environment—has its ultimate perfection in this contemplation of God. «The end of the intellectual creature, to be achieved by its activity, is the complete actuation of its intellect by all the intelligibles for which it has a potency. In this respect it will become most like to God.»

This is the perfection of likeness in the imago Dei in man—the contemplation of God as first cause and final end of creation is the perfection proper to
his species.

No individual person can actually attain this knowledge unaided, although knowledge of essentials was given as a gift to Adam for the instruction and government of men. Men advance in this perfecting knowledge by co-operation with and instruction of others. A person who has such knowledge — and who uses it for love of his end — has a perfection in himself which is ordered to the good of his nature. He communicates a good, therefore, when he co-operates in the instruction and education of others, in the development of culture and in the study and dissemination of these truths.

As the knowledge of God is to the human intellect, so the love of God is to the human will. Just as man can communicate the means to know God to another, he can also inspire another to love God. His participation in providence is mediated through his corporeal nature and is therefore very limited by comparison with the providence of God. Man cannot communicate good as a moral perfection to another, but in his words, judgements and external actions he communicates good as a three-fold truth about man — veritas doctrinae, veritas vitae, veritas justitiae — and thus as final cause. Insofar as the recipient shares the virtue of the agent, he makes his own the instruction and example transmitted and is united with the agent in the common good of the species.

It follows from the distinction between the interior and exterior dimensions of human nature, that such communication is mediated through speech and other corporeal signs, concerning what is «useful or harmful, just or unjust», because man is by nature social. The interior principle of knowledge and loving in each person is his own active intellect and will — the instruction received from another is a secondary, exterior principle. St. Thomas illustrates this with the example of a teacher instructing a pupil.

The substance of what is communicated in general by the veritas vitae in the agent is a practical judgement about the rectitude of the means to the end — the conformity of a human act and of a temporal good to the truth of the natural law. «The truth of life is the truth whereby a thing is true, not whereby a person says what is true. Life like anything else is said to be true, from the fact that it attains its rule and measure, namely, the divine law; since rectitude of life depends on conformity to that law.» To attain this «rule or measure» is a work of prudence, as to the action in itself and as to its communication. Insofar as the judgement of the agent is true, it has a solidary effect — it binds the agent to the common end and moves others to the good. It perfects the likeness of the imago Dei in him and therefore represents the good to others. Bad example or scandal has an opposite effect. Communication of good may
or may not be effective in others, because they are free to accept or reject it. However, the act of solidarity perfects the agent even if it is not reciprocated by the other, but it perfects both if it is fully reciprocated. If men habitually acted in this way, a concord of wills would be established in society –at least as regards fundamental values– and social mores and human culture would fulfil their role in leading men to their final end.

1.5.3. Order

The third element –order– follows immediately from the second. The first and most important good that we communicate to others –before knowing their distinctive but accidental personal qualities– is the gift of our love of our shared final end. We thus affirm their dignity and that together we achieve the perfection of our common nature in an indivisible contemplation, which each one will enjoy in accordance with his capacity. Love of created goods –of personal talents, powers and possessions– as a means for ourselves and for others to this good of contemplation, disposes us to use and communicate them prudently –principally in the context of human work and precisely as a means to this end. This communication implies an active co-operation and concord of the participants in that end –the gift of being does not bear the fruit of contemplation until it is in act, until it is used by the recipient in accordance with its reality, its orientation to perfection and contemplation. Co-operation and concord in social life and in the use of material goods –the stewardship of creation– form part of the process by which the gift of being is perfected in each man and in the ultimate unity of mankind in beatitude.

The material resources of the world are a temporal good intended by God for the sustenance, development and perfection of the human species as a whole. «A corruptible thing is not ordered to man for the sake of one individual man only, but for the sake of the whole human species. A corruptible thing could not be of use to the whole human species except by virtue of the thing’s entire species. Therefore, the order whereby corruptible things are ordered to man requires the subordination of individuals to their species.»306 Material resources can only be applied to their end by a multitude of men, extended over time and space, and co-operating with each other –according to common principles of knowledge, distribution and exchange– such that they act ultimately as a single administrator of a single resource.
Common principles of justice in mutual relations—based on human nature—do not suffice to determine that this particular resource should be used in this way by this particular person, here and now, in preference to other persons in equal need (unless in a particular case some prior responsibility has been established in accordance with those principles). Within the criteria and guidance provided by these common principles, therefore, it is the responsibility of each individual to act with prudence in the application of the particular temporal goods within his control as a means to the end for which they are intended.

In circumstances of particular need, for example, the good of the human species requires that contingently available resources be applied—by those who have them—to alleviate that need in others so far as possible in the circumstances. When someone with such resources acts prudently to apply them to alleviate a need in others, his possession and use of the resources is shown to be well ordered to the good of the human species in him—it is a perfection of virtue—and he communicates that perfection to others in his act. The *communicable* good is a perfection of the human species; the medium or occasion of the communication is the application of the resource, which of itself may be an incommunicable material item. The act of communication makes the agent good and his action good. Its effect—*qua* good—on the recipients depends on how they receive it. If they have the same virtue as the agent, they will receive the material good also as a communicable good of the human species. They will thus be united to the agent as being one with him in the same good of their common species—as one principle with him in the use of material resources for the good of mankind. The binding together of the parties to the communication—as one in respect of the final end of man—will have been effected. Since unity is the natural end of the human species, the communication of good—*qua* final cause—by the agent will have achieved its object.

Personal bonds of friendship and kinship are important incentives to this unity, because they strengthen our natural solidarity with others. True friendship is oriented to the only good that can unite mankind. «The principle of solidarity, also articulated in terms of ‘friendship’ or ‘social charity’, is a direct demand of human and Christian brotherhood.» The joy of friendship is itself an anticipation of and participation in the joy of communion with the divine persons, because God communicates his love to us through other per-
sons. For the same reason, satisfaction in the use and contemplation of material things, e.g. the wonders and beauty of nature and of human art, are an anticipation and participation in the divine contemplation. A friendship or use of material goods which lacks this rectitude, however, lead to an unjustified partisanship—a social or personal manifestation of a disordered egocentricity which disrupts human solidarity.

1.6. Human Solidarity

In the abstract, the notion of human solidarity is that the plurality of human persons in the collegium of men acts as one principle in the attainment of the natural good of the human species, just as all men—in Adam, as their principle—acted against that good in the Garden of Eden. Man participates in this solidarity when—through his interdependence with others and as a secondary principle of good in others—he diligently uses the talents and resources for which he is responsible to that end.

Human solidarity is also the natural foundation for the supernatural unity of the faithful and the communication of good with Christ in the Church and in beatitude. In that sense, the plurality of human persons in the Church acts as one principle in the attainment of the good precisely insofar as they are united to Christ, in whom the good itself is realised.

«Every individual member of a society is, in a fashion, a part and member of the whole society. Wherefore, any good or evil, done to the member of a society, redounds on the whole society: thus, who hurts the hand, hurts the man. When, therefore, anyone does good or evil to another individual, there is a twofold measure of merit or demerit in his action: first, in respect of the retribution owed to him by the individual to whom he has done good or harm; secondly, in respect of the retribution owed to him by the whole of society. Now when a man ordains his action directly for the good or evil of the whole society, retribution is owed to him, before and above all, by the whole of society; secondarily, by all the parts of society.»

A part naturally loves the good of the whole of the common form which is its proper good. The «whole» in the case of man is the realisation of the full potential of the human form or nature, which can be attained in the collegium of the species, but not in the individual man. Man is therefore perfected both in himself and in society. Each person participates in this good by com-
municating some aspect of the good of the human species to others, receiving such communications as ordered to that good and co-operating with others in such communication. The communicable good of the species in each case is distinguished from the sensible goods, signs or actions through which the communication is mediated.

The good which is the object of man’s act of communication has two aspects: (a) the good of the human species, not as though that end were attained directly by his act, but as an end to which his act is ordered, inasmuch as it is one in principle with the acts of others which are similarly ordered to that end, and (b) a particular perfection of the human species in the agent—communicated to a finite range of individuals—as a means to the good of the human species in them. His communication of good may also involve the distribution of some material goods or the provision of a material service—these are not of themselves communicable goods, but the medium or occasion for such goods. In acting for the good of the human species, he is communicating the good of the nature which he has in common with all men. In communicating a particular good or perfection which he possesses, he is communicating the means to attain that good.

The human good is communicable because it transcends the limitations implied in the numerical individuation of human persons, to allow each one to participate in a good of the species which is common to all. It may be mediated through matter—the corporeal dimension of man—but the good itself is achieved in the unity of persons as a single principle of operation in respect of the final end of man. That unity of operation—idem velle—is the natural basis for the friendship of men in society and with God which will be perfected in beatitude.316 It corresponds to the unity of the divine idea of the human species and thus participates in the paternal providence of God for individual men—imagines Dei—as members of that species.317

1.6.1. The virtue of solidarity

In the present analysis, therefore, solidarity is understood as a perfection of prudence in its social dimension. In its highest form, prudence is the perfection of moral life,318 because it «takes counsel, judges and commands aright in respect of the good end of man’s whole life.» It involves a commitment to the diligent use of the means to attain the common good—as one’s own good—and to communicate with others to that end. «The common good corresponds to the highest of human instincts, but it is a good that is very difficult to attain
because it requires the constant ability and effort to seek the good of others as though it were one’s own good.»

The characteristic of the *virtue* of solidarity is that the agent takes into account that whatever resources and talents may be at his disposal—whether personal talents, material goods or other forms of power or influence— are perfections of his nature which he has received from others (from God, in the first instance) and which in turn are also for the sake of the good in others, within his natural range of communication. The object of the virtue is the agent’s responsible *use* of resources to serve the common good of his community, insofar as he himself possesses some means to contribute to that good.

Man’s virtuous *use* of resources, as means to an end, presupposes his rectitude of will in respect of the choice of the end and of the participation of others in that end. As we have seen, the rectitude of justice is part of the *imago Dei* in man, whereas a commitment to solidarity pertains to the perfection of his likeness to God.

Although solidarity, in that sense, is founded on justice, it is considered in the social teaching to be, in its own right, a «fundamental social virtue» and a «new horizon» opened up by Christian anthropology, which perfects our understanding of human justice. «In fact, the Church’s social doctrine places alongside the value of justice that of solidarity, in that it is the privileged way of peace.» As a virtue and a moral responsibility, it is distinguished from justice by its emphasis on the responsible *use* of one’s goods for the sake of others—precisely because they are one’s equals— whereas justice *per se* seeks to achieve or maintain equality by rendering something which is *due* to another.

While virtues which are directed to others can be considered as annexed to justice, the virtue of solidarity is not primarily concerned with relations with others, but with the diligent *use* of goods and human perfections in society. The relations of unity and friendship which follow on the practice of the virtue are a consequence, not directly the object of the virtue.

St. Thomas teaches in fact that the perfection of moral virtue lies not only in the rectitude of the agent’s will in respect of the common good, but above all in the prudence which moves him to *act* on that good will with *solicitude*—for his own good and the good of others— in respect of the resources and perfections available to him. «If a man do what is just, what he does is good: but it will not be the work of a perfect virtue unless he do it well, i.e. by choosing rightly, which is the result of prudence; for which reason justice cannot be a perfect virtue without prudence.»
The object of the virtue of solidarity, considered in its formal aspect, concerns, not *per se* the exercise of *authority* in favour of the common good, but the *communication* of the means to the common good of man to others precisely insofar as it is also the good of every human person in each of his individual actions. «The common good is the end of each individual member of a community, just as the good of the whole is the end of each part.» It is not a matter of directing the actions of others –through the exercise of authority– to the common good, but of drawing others to the good, as final end, by communicating intermediate goods to them, i.e. by directing one’s own actions, in cooperation with others, to the common good. It includes the reciprocal virtue of allowing oneself to be drawn to the good and of cooperating with others in this regard.

This communication of good applies in the first instance to the acts of the individual person, but it extends also to the acts of a multitude insofar as they are also directed by individuals. To act in a manner which is consistent with a love for the common good –seen as one’s own good– is to act with prudence with respect to the end of all human life, of which one’s own life is a part. «Prudence is of good counsel about matters regarding man’s entire life, and the end of human life. (...) Only those are simply prudent who give good counsel about all the concerns of life.»

It is this quality of prudence that marks it as solidary –it participates in the government or providence of God, whereby he directs each person and the whole of mankind to its proper end. It is a form of «government» in the sense that the communication of intermediate goods –through mutual interdependence– itself leads or counsels others, in freedom, to their final end.

To understand how this notion of solidarity is related to the virtue of prudence and its the subjective parts, as described by St. Thomas, we need to consider the *end* proper to each part of the virtue. Using a criterion of human government, he distinguishes the individual good, the good of the family, and the good of the city or kingdom as distinct ends of human choices, each involving a different species of the virtue of prudence. The personal virtue in the prudent ruler differs according as he is concerned with directing his own affairs, those of his family or those of a city or kingdom.
specifically. Again, the prudence whereby a multitude is governed, is divided into various species according to the various kinds of multitude. (a) There is the multitude which is united together for some particular purpose; thus an army is gathered together to fight, and the prudence that governs this is called «military.» (b) There is also the multitude that is united together for the whole of life; such is the multitude of a home or family, and this is ruled by «domestic prudence»: (c) and such again is the multitude of a city or kingdom, the ruling principle of which is «regnative prudence» in the ruler, and «political prudence», simply so called, in the subjects.»

If we take «governs a multitude» in the sense of the exercise of human authority (which seems to be implied in the above division), then solidarity _per se_ is not included in the second category of subjective parts of the virtue. It has some of the characteristics of _political_ prudence, but with the difference that its object is not directly the care of the community _simpliciter_—such as pertains to a person exercising authority in public office or to a subject of that authority—but to the diligent _use_ in the service of the common good of the means and perfections which the individual or group may come to possess (e.g. human knowledge or expertise). It can also be seen as a perfection of _domestic_ prudence, in that the solidarity individual regards others (not just his spouse or children) as being potentially included in his own good—as a parent does in respect of his family—and he thus exercises a form of «paternal» care in their regard.

On the other hand, «rules himself» is too narrow a description of a virtue which includes in its object the communication of good to others, whether in individual actions or in those of a multitude (e.g. in international relations). Solidarity is not limited to _individual_ prudence—the first category of subjective parts of the virtue—because it has as its object the common good, seen as one’s own good, in the action of the individual or group.

Nevertheless, in each of these subjective parts of prudence—based on the modes of human government—there is a necessary relation between the proximate good, which is the direct object of prudence, and the common good. In the light of the exponential growth in communication and interdependence in modern society, it is clear that one can be a secondary principle of good in another—and thus participate in his ‘government’—in a wide variety of ways. It is this aspect of the perfection of practical reason that is at the heart of solidarity. We have considered in some detail how, in the teaching of St. Thomas, every human choice which is guided by true prudence is moved
not only by the true good of the individual, family or society for which it is directly intended, but also—and inextricably—by the effect of that action on the common good.

It seems appropriate, therefore, to understand the virtue of solidarity as an implicit perfection of each of the species of prudence in the medieval scheme—self, domestic, military, political and regnative—and thus as a common element which perfects and transcends the classical division. We can describe the virtue of solidarity as social prudence, a perfection of the virtue of prudence which encompasses in its object the good of everyone for whom the agent (whether an individual or a multitude) is a potential principle, on the basis of a natural proximity, authority or interdependence in society. It extends also to the reciprocal virtue in those who are the beneficiaries of a communication of good, because the virtue reaches its fruition in the bonds of friendship it establishes among the members of society. In a sense, the society in question is the whole of mankind, because the point and ultimate perfection of the virtue is to act as one principle with others in the use of the means given by God to mankind to attain the good of the human species. «For imperfect beings tend solely to the good of the individual; perfect beings to the good of the species; more perfect beings to the good of the genus; and God, who is the most perfect in goodness, to the good of all being.»

We have seen that the employment of personal talents and powers in the service of others, as envisaged by this virtue, is inherent in the creative design of God for man—it would have been part of the social life of man even in the state of innocence. By imitating God in this way, man grows in likeness to God and the image of God is perfected in him and in the community of men. He is more closely united to others in the common good and the bonds of friendship in human society are strengthened. His personal good converges with that of other men in the perfection of the image of God in each one.

The virtue of solidarity is therefore an intrinsic part of the moral life of every human person. As with other moral virtues, however, it is only effective in respect of the ultimate perfection of man when it is elevated by grace. Although in its origin it is a human virtue, when the commitment of solidarity to the common good is elevated by grace, it becomes a fully Christian virtue, closely related to charity. «Solidarity is undoubtedly a Christian virtue. In what has been said so far it has been possible to identify many points of contact between solidarity and charity, which is the distinguishing mark of Christ’s disciples (cfr. Jn 13:35).»
1.6.2. Ut omnes unum sint

If the goal of solidarity depends on human freedom and virtue, the reality of sin is obviously an obstacle to its realisation.\(^{348}\) Notwithstanding the loss of the grace of original justice,\(^{349}\) however, the possibility of human solidarity has not been destroyed. The natural inclination to human good –an integral part of human nature– has not been corrupted, even if its attainment is made more difficult. The role of the virtue of solidarity –in the order of redemption– is to serve as the basis in human nature for the supernatural virtue of fraternal charity, without which the elevated goal of man cannot be attained.\(^{350}\)

When Adam failed, the role of headship in human nature –so far as it concerns the final end of man and of creation– was taken up and perfectly fulfilled in the humanity of Christ. «If we take the whole time of the world in general, Christ is the Head of all men, but diversely. For, first and principally, He is the Head of such as are united to Him by glory; secondly, of those who are actually united to Him by charity; thirdly, of those who are actually united to Him by faith; fourthly, of those who are united to Him merely in potentiality, which is not yet reduced to act, yet will be reduced to act according to Divine predestination; fifthly, of those who are united to Him in potentiality, which will never be reduced to act; such are those men existing in the world, who are not predestined, who, however, on their departure from this world, wholly cease to be members of Christ, as being no longer in potentiality to be united to Christ.»\(^{351}\)

A key aspect of the notion of solidarity developed in this study is that one person can only be a principle of good for another if he in turn acknowledges the true origin and end of that good. Man is not himself an absolute good, but he communicates a good which he has received –a *bonum receptum*– just as he is not *ipsam esse*, but communicates an *esse receptum*. Because the good he communicates does not originate in himself, his love for the good also leads him to co-operate with others as co-principles in its communication. These relationships –of a principle or co-principle to one who proceeds– structure the organic unity of interdependence in society. The ultimate fruition of the good of solidarity –of many acting as one principle– is the perfection of charity in the society of the blessed in beatitude, in which each person loves the others as himself and rejoices, therefore, not only in his own good but in the good of each of the blessed as though it were his own.\(^{352}\)

The solidarity of Christ with mankind is the absolute perfection of this virtue. «Thus whichever road is taken, unless indeed we halt on the way, we
always end by coming to the principle of solidarity. This illuminating principle was not only perceived but clearly formulated by the Fathers of the Church. All of them say in about the same words that Jesus Christ had to become what we are, in order to make us become what he is; that he became incarnate in order that the deliverance should be accomplished by a man, as the fall had been accomplished by a man; that Christ, as redeemer, comprises and summarises all humanity.»

We can see fulfilled in Christ, therefore, the whole «logic» of solidarity in the creative design of God for man’s beatitude —«Ut omnes unum sint, sicut tu, Pater, in me et ego in te» (Jn. 21:17). The organic unity of men with Christ —so well described by St. Paul— is not found among the angels, although there is a communication of knowledge in beatitude, from superior to inferior, among them. As man has his origin from a principle, he attains his end by choosing to live in solidarity with that principle, through his union with intermediate principles and by acting as a principle for others.

«The Eucharist is never an event involving just two, a dialogue between Christ and me. Eucharistic communion is aimed at a complete reshaping of my own life. It breaks up man’s entire self and creates a new «we». Communion with Christ is necessarily also communication with all who belong to him; therein I myself become a part of the new bread that he is creating by the resubstantiation of the whole of earthly reality... The Church is of her nature a relationship, a relationship set up by the love of Christ, which in its turn founds a new relationship of men with one another.»
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